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ABSTRACT
Kinetic Prediction of Gas-Aqueous-Aerosol Chemistry of Atmospheric Aerosols
Joseph L. Woo
Atmospheric aerosols are a major contributor to the total energy balance of the Earth’s
atmosphere. The exact effect of these aerosols on global climate is not well understood, due to
poorly-characterized compositional variation that takes place over a given aerosol’s lifetime.
Organic aerosol (OA) species are of particular interest, forming through a myriad of gas- and
aerosol-phase mechanisms and contributing to aerosol light absorbance, cloud formation
properties, and overall particle lifetime. As different organic species will affect physical
properties in different ways, proper prediction of these compounds forming in the aerosol phase
is necessary to estimate the net physical properties of aerosols, and subsequently their effects on
overall global climate.
Several previous models exist that attempt to predict organic components of aqueous-phase mass
in aerosols, with varying degrees of scope of chemistry and range of applicability. Many of such
simulations emphasize OA formation via oxidation of gas-phase organic species that results in
low-volatility compounds that subsequently partition into aerosols. Other models focus on
aqueous-phase processing of semi-volatile and non-volatile water-soluble organic compounds
(WSOC’s) under cloud water conditions. However, aqueous reactions that occur in atmospheric,
deliquesced salt aerosols have recently also been found to be potentially important additional
pathway for the creation of additional aerosol-phase organic mass, contributing different
products due to the significantly higher inorganic concentrations present under these conditions.
It is desirable to incorporate these reactions into analogous predictive simulations, allowing for

the chemistry taking place in small, deliquesced salt atmospheric aerosols to be more accurately
represented.
In this work, we discuss a new photochemical box model known as GAMMA, the Gas-Aerosol
Model for Mechanism Analysis. GAMMA couples gas-phase organic chemistry with highly
detailed aqueous-phase chemistry, yielding speciated predictions for dozens of secondary
organic aqueous aerosol-phase compounds under various atmospheric and laboratory initial
conditions. From these studies, we find that isoprene-derived epoxides (IEPOX) and their
substitution products are predicted to dominate aqueous-phase organic aerosol mass in
conditions with low NOx in the atmosphere, representative of rural environments. The
contribution of these epoxide species is expected to be high under acidic conditions, though our
findings still estimate significant contribution to aqueous-phase organic mass under higher pH or
under cloudwater conditions, when acidity is expected to be lower. Under high-NOx conditions
typical of urban environments, glyoxal is seen to form the majority of evolved aqueous organic
species, with organic acids comprising the bulk of the difference.
We then implement a series of physical property modules, designed to predict changes in aerosol
absorbance and surface tension due to bulk concentrations of evolved OA species. Preliminary
results from these modules indicate that bulk solution effects of aqueous-phase carbonylcontaining volatile organic compounds (CVOCs) and organic acids are insufficient to
significantly affect net aerosol surface tension under any condition tested, implying that observed
deviations from pure inorganic aerosol surface tension will arise from surface-aerosol
partitioning rather than bulk compositional effects. Light absorption of aqueous aerosols is seen
to be driven by dark glyoxal chemistry in deliquesced salt aerosols and organic acids in cloud
droplets, though additional information about the absorbance properties of IEPOX and its

derivatives is required to accurately predict the net absorbance of aerosols where these species
dominate OA mass.
The predictions as described by GAMMA are comparable to field observations, and give further
credence to the significance of epoxide formation as a source of aqueous-phase organic aerosol
mass. These results also suggest the relative importance of specific organic compounds in the
aqueous phase of both deliquesced salt aerosols and cloud droplets in the atmosphere, which
gives direction to the study of compounds whose impact on aerosol physical properties will
matter the most. In turn, new kinetic and physical information can be directly applied into the
groundwork laid here, allowing GAMMA to provide a continuously better understanding of the
effect of organic material on aqueous aerosols and their implicit effect on the environment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are an important part of the Earth’s environment and contribute strongly to the total
global energy balance of the atmosphere. These contributions can arise from direct scattering and
absorbing effects, or from indirect effects, such as altering cloud lifetimes and reflectivity. These
forcing effects are poorly constrained due to the varied composition of aerosols. A large source
of compositional uncertainty is the organic component of these aerosols, which can enter an
aerosol through a variety of primary and secondary means. Here, we provide a brief review of
atmospheric aerosols, the organic compounds that constitute them, and previous measures that
have been taken to try to model these compounds’ formation. This chapter then closes with an
overview of this dissertation, outlining the purpose of the work herein and its context in the field
of atmsopheric modeling at large.
1.1. Motivation to Study Atmospheric Aerosol
Aerosols, defined as small (2nm-20μm) particles in gaseous media, are a ubiquitous part of the
Earth’s atmosphere, existing in measurable quantities in every environment on the planet.
Consisting of any combination of solid, liquid, or complex phases, aerosols can arise from
nautral sources like dust storms, volcanic eruptions, or crashing waves, or from anthropogenic
sources such as combustion processes or construction of roads and buildings. Due to their small
size and propensity to follow air currents, aerosols can persist in the atmosphere as long as
approximately seven days. Over the course of an aerosol’s lifetime, its net composition and
physical properties will change due to reaction, uptake, and volatilization of its constituent
species. In turn, these properties subsequently play a factor in a given aerosol’s ability to affect
visibility (1), human health (2), and the total global energy balance (3).
1

1.2 Aerosols and the Global Energy Balance
The total global energy balance – the net sum of absorbed and emitted energy by the planet – has
a number of contributors that affect its total accumulation. Some of these contributors, such as
greenhouse gases, exhibit a positive (warming) forcing effect on the environment. Others, such
as planetary surface albedo (the ability for highly light-reflective areas, like ice surfaces of the
Arctic, to bounce light away from the planet) exhibit a negative (cooling) effect. The projected
sums of these effects have been made by the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change,
summarized in Figure 1-1. While the forcing effects of many atmospheric phenomena have been
estimated with good certainty, the effect of aerosols remains poorly characterized and as a result
contributes the largest source of inaccuracy to atmospheric models (Figure 1-1).
Aerosols contribute to radiative forcing in a number of ways. By absorbing or scattering solar
radiation, aerosols in the atmosphere can directly affect the total amount of solar energy that
reaches the planet. The sign and magnitude of this contribution are highly dependent on aerosol
composition. Aerosols that are mostly sulfate, for instance, will be more prone to scattering and
reflecting light (a net cooling effect), while black carbon aerosols from combustion of biomass
and fossil fuels will be highly absorbing, contributing a warming effect on the atmosphere. In
addition, non-soot “brown carbon” organic compounds that exist in aerosol phase can also add to
the total absorbance of a given aerosol. These species include nitrogen-containing species,
oligomeric species (4–9) and organic acids (10, 11), varying in abundance based on aerosol
origin and age.

2

Figure 1-1 - Radiative forcing bar chart for 1750-2011. Aerosols contribute strongly to total
radiative forcing, but with huge degrees of uncertainty. [From the Intergovernmental Panel for
Climate Change’s Fifth Assessment Report (12).]
3

Aerosols can also contribute indirectly to the global energy budget, by affecting the formation
and properties of clouds. The material comprising a cloud seed particle will change how likely it
is to uptake water, persist in the atmosphere, or reflect light (13). The effect of aerosols on clouds
is not very well constrained and therefore leads to large amounts of uncertainty about cloud
lifetime, albedo, and the net radiative forcing effect of clouds, as can be seen in Figure 1-1.
When an aerosol and its surrounding air are transported into conditions such that local water
vapor is supersaturated, spontaneous condensation and uptake of water onto the aerosol will
occur. The propensity of an aerosol to form cloud droplets as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
can be described by Köhler theory (14):

Such that

and

,

Where Mw is the molecular weight of water, R is the universal gas constant, T is the ambient
temperature, ρw is the density of water, σ, is the total aerosol surface tension, and ns is the
number of solute moles present in the particle (15). Under a given supersaturation S, particles of
diameter Dp or larger will activate and form into cloud droplets. As with light absorbance, the
contents of the aerosol factors greatly into its net CCN properties; increasing ns or decreasing σ
can both lead to particles of a given diameter activating at a lower supersaturation. The high
variability that comes into play here subsequently makes it extremely difficult to accurately
predict the exact effect aerosols will have on cloud formation (and consequently its effect on the
global energy balance,) thus underscoring the need to properly characterize and understand
atmospheric aerosols and their composition.
4

1.2.1. Organic Aerosols and Aerosol Composition
The exact composition of atmospheric aerosols is highly variable based on season and location.
Aerosols are emitted from both natural (wave crashing, dust storms, volcanic eruptions) or
anthropogenic (combustion systems, agricultural processes) sources. Regardless of origin,
inorganic and organic compounds will both be present in the aerosol phase, with the organic
species contributing between 10-90% of total mass. (16, 17) The exact compounds comprising
organic aerosol (OA) mass are also extremely diverse, numbering in the hundreds to thousands,
and are largely still unspeciated.
While OA can be emitted directly into the atmosphere through both biogenic and anthropogenic
sources as primary organic aerosols (POA), the contribution of organics that evolve over the
aerosol’s lifetime though secondary formation pathways, or secondary organic aerosols (SOA),
is also thought to be significant. SOA is usually thought to arise through the gas-phase oxidation
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which results in lower-volatility organic species that
subsequently partition into aerosols (18, 19).

Figure 1-2 - Molecular structure of various volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These gases
can be biogenic (isoprene, α-pinene) or anthropogenic (toluene, xylenes) in origin.
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Like the compounds comprising POA mass, VOCs that are capable of undergoing these types of
reactions can be both natural or man-made in origin. Isoprene is the most common non-methane
hydrocarbon in the atmosphere, seen to be emitted in quantities as high as 660 teragrams per year.
(20–22) Similarly, aromatic species, such as toluene or xylene, are the most prevalent gas-phase
hydrocarbon byproducts of automotive fuel combustion, and therefore will be relevant in any
urban environment. Many of these organics are highly unsaturated in structure (Figure 1-2), and
therefore have several potential reactive sites for gas-phase chemistry.
More recent work has revealed that the semi-volatile oxidation products of these VOCs, as well
as VOCs that directly enter into aerosol themselves, can continue to react via aqueous-phase
aerosol processing. SOA generated via this family of reactions will also tend to have lower
volatilities than their precursors and are expected to remain in the aerosol phase rather than repartition back into the gas phase (4–6, 23). The partitioning of the VOCs that participate in these
reactions can occur through both thermodynamic and kinetic mechanisms, which are later
described in this chapter.
Exposure to sunlight causes photolytic reactions to occur in both inorganic and organic gasphase species, leading to a constant presence of radicals in the atmosphere. (24) Of these, the
hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxy (HO2) radicals will readily interact with nearby organic species,
leading to ring-opening, self-rearrangement, and addition of oxygen atoms to total structure.
Other inorganic species, such as ozone or nitrogen oxides (NOx), can also participate in similar
radical chemistry, although these compounds are more prevalent in urban environments where
large amounts of motor vehicle combustion takes place. Radical chemistry can occur in both gas
and aerosol phases, acting as a significant source of oxygenation and active group substitution of
emitted organic gases and deposited, aqueous-phase semi-volatile organic species alike.
6

Figure 1-3 - An overview of some gas- and aerosol- phase chemistry that may occur over an
aerosol’s lifetime.

A major participant in this type of chemistry is glyoxal, as well as similar, small (<3 carbons)
volatile carbonyl-containing organic compounds (CVOCs, seen in Figure 1-4). These species
have been observed in high quantities in both urban and rural field studies, evolved from bondbreaking mechanisms of isoprene and aromatic compounds (25). These compounds are also
thought to contribute significant amounts of aqueous aerosol mass, owing to their high solubility
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in water and propensity to hydrolize or further oxidize once in the particle phase, facilitating
reactive uptake. (26, 27)

Figure 1-4 - Molecular structure of carbonyl-containing volatile organic compounds (CVOCs).

The chemistry of CVOCs in larger aqueous aerosols, ie. cloud droplets, has been extensively
explored, in a number of field (28), laboratory (29–32), and modeling (27, 33–36) studies.
Glyoxal and methylglyoxal can take on additional oxygen and convert carbonyl groups to
organic acids. Deviation from modeling results in laboratory studies also suggest the formation
of oligomers of these low weight-species when dissociated in water. (31)
Our own research group has also performed work with aqueous aerosol mimics containing
CVOC species, that suggest cross- and self-reactions between glyoxal and methylglyoxal are
possible. (4–6) These oligomeric species were seen to be highly light-absorbing, though they
were shown to revert to smaller, organic acid species with exposure to ozone or UV light. (37)
Our group has also found through chamber laboratory studies that methylglyoxal changed the
cloud activation properties of aerosols in their own right, without need of further oxidation or
oligomerization. (38)
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More recently, other laboratory studies focusing on photooxidation of isoprene and monoterpene
gases have shown significant amounts of polyols (39–41) and organosulfate (OS) species (40–44)
in the particle phase. OS compounds have been considered as potential tracers for SOA
formation under acidic conditions, and may also have effects on aerosol surface tension and
cloud activity due to their amphiphilic properties. While the formation of sulfate esters has
historically been attributed to reactions between alcohols and sulfuric acid (45), NMR-based
feasiblity studies for these reactions revealed that these mechanisms are negligible in aerosol
conditions typical of the atmosphere. (46, 47) Laboratory experiments using controlled
photolysis with glycolaldehyde yielded mass spectra consistent with sulfate-substituted
derivatives of a number of similar CVOC oxidation products (glyoxal sulfate, glycolic acid
sulfate, etc.), suggesting that radical-radical addition of aqueous-phase sulfate and organic
radicals also contributes to organosulfate formation (48, 49). However, these products did not
completely account for the total organosulfate mass observed, thus requiring other mechanisms
to be occuring to completely account for their presence.

Figure 1-5 - Proposed mechanism for IEPOX formation. (From Surratt 2010 (50))

Under conditions with low amounts of nitrogen-based oxidant gases, the process for formation of
larger isoprene-derived OS and polyol species was posited to rely on the reaction of an epoxide
intermediate, formed upon exposure to hydroxyl radicals (OH·) and oxygen (Figure 1-5).
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Addition of OH· to any of the double bonds on isoprene yields a series of high-yield,
hydroxyhydroperoxide formation and decomposition reactions. (51) Consistent with OSgenerating precursors, the resultant family of epoxides (IEPOX) absorbs readily into aqueous
medium, accelerating with increasing aerosol acidity. Epoxide species derived from
monoterpenes were also seen to yield increased uptake at higher acidity, through similar
mechanisms. (43, 44)

Figure 1-6 – Proposed mechanism for aerosol-phase, IEPOX-derived organosulfates. (From
Hatch 2011 (52))

These epoxides, once formed, can then subsequently undergo nucleophilic substitution with
sulfate or water and form the observed tetrol and organosulfate species. Given the necessity for a
high acidity-environment for these reactions to take place, (47) it was posited that these reactions
must be more prevalent in deliquesced inorganic seed aerosols rather than cloud droplets, where
sulfate and hydronium ion activities are extremely high.
1.3. Prediction of OA Formation
Given the diverse range of chemical reactions occurring in both the gas and aerosol phases in the
atmosphere, several mechanistic modeling approaches have been attempted to properly describe
these phenomena, as well as the interphase transport of organic species into aerosols. Pankow
and Oden developed early gas-aerosol models that used thermodynamic, physical adsorption to
describe partitioning between the two phases. The Model to Predict Multiphase Partitioning of
10

Organics (MPMPO) also implemented this approach to semi-volatile partitioning of organic
compounds to discern SOA growth. (53) For organic aerosols, the separation between gas and
aerosol phase was defined using a partitioning coefficient , K, defined as: (18, 19, 54)

Where Ai and Gi are the aerosol- and gas-phase concentrations of a given compound i,
respectively, Mo is the total aerosol-phase organic mass concentration of the aerosol, MWom is
the average molecular mass of the bulk organic phase of the aerosol, γi is the activity coefficient
of species i, and pL,i0 is the vapor pressure of species i. R and T are the gas constant and
temperature of the system. These models were able to successfully track the evolution of highmass organic compounds, but do not factor in further aerosol-phase reactions. MPMPO tracked
the uptake of several lumped surrogate species for terpene-derived semi-volatile oxidation
products based on common general structure and origin species. (55)
Later versions of MPMPO also implemented another, simple thermodynamic means of SOA
accumulation for systems with aqueous aerosols, using Henry’s Law: (56)

Here, aL is the fraction of aerosol liquid in the atmosphere, Hi is the effective Henry’s Law
constant of species i, and γaq,i is the activity coefficient of i in the aqueous phase.
The Caltech Atmospheric Chemistry mechanistic model (CACM) implemented several types of
gas-phase oxidation reactions, focusing on terpene species and other large (4+ carbon) organics.
(55, 57, 58) The reactions considered were a combination of the general mechanisms
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implemented by the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center atmospheric chemistry model
(SAPRC), which estimated reactions based on general active groups within given organic
structures (59), and the nearly-completely explicitly defined mechanisms described by the
Master Chemical Mechanism model (MCM), which took a brute-force method of approximating
every possible iteration of radical oxidant reaction, bond by bond, (60, 61) at the cost of
significantly high computational load. The gas phase chemistry in CACM has subsequently been
coupled with the uptake mechanisms of MPMPO, to approximate SOA mass accumulation from
terpene-derived semi-volatile products under laboratory conditions. (55, 56) However, reactions
pertaining to isoprene and direct uptake of low-weight species into the aerosol phase are not
captured in these studies.
The AqChem model compiled carboxylic acid formation reactions observed in cloud droplets (27,
57) with mechanisms from the coupled MPMPO/CACM model (27, 36, 57, 62, 63). In addition,
aerosol-phase oxidation of aldehyde-containing surrogate species from MPMPO is considered.
Like previous models, AqChem does not factor in the potential oligomerization effects of
dicarbonyl compounds.
AqChem employs a kinetic model of inter-phase transport, first proposed by Schwartz. (64) With
this approach, the time dependence of specific gas and aerosol species takes on the form:

Here, Pi and Ci are the concentration of species i in gas and aerosol phase, respectively. Ei and Di
are emission and deposition rates of species i, and ri,j and ri,k are the rates of formation or
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consumption in the gas and aerosol phases. aL is again the fraction of aerosol liquid in the
atmosphere, and Hi* is the effective Henry’s Law constant for i,. The value kmt,i represents a mass
transfer coefficient, dependent on aerosol radius, Rp:

Dg,i is the gas-phase diffusivity, ωi is the thermal velocity, and αi is an accomodation coefficient
for species i. R and T are the gas constant and temperature of the atmosphere. By handling
uptake as a kinetic process rather than a thermodynamic equilibrium, dynamic effects such as
reactive uptake are better represented, as equilibria between hydrated or oligomeric states can
change over the lifetime of a simulation. For example, the rapid reversible hydration and
oligomerization of glyoxal (65, 66) leads to a disproportionately high level of partitioning for its
size, which is then not accurately represented in its contribution to aerosol mass. This approach
will yield a more accurate uptake mechanism than the thermodynamic ones used in the past,
though it requires more information about the species being tracked.
The previously discussed models are all zero-dimensional, and therefore do not contain any
convective or diffusive transport information about the aerosols they are representing. As there
also exists a large amount of previously recorded meteorological and spatially defined emission
data, the next logical step of progression with these models has been to superimpose their
mechanisms into measured or predicted concentration distributions. For example, the EPA’s
Community Multiscale Air Quality model (CMAQ) is one of the most widely used air quality
models, implemented by several agencies for air quality regulation (67). CMAQ couples several
robust spatial advection, diffusion, and emission models to a suite of chemical transport and
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reaction modules, yielding concentration profiles of particulate matter and air pollutants over
wide ranges of time-scales.
CMAQ’s built-in SOA predictions use relatively simplified gas- and aerosol-phase oxidation
mechanisms compared to the previously mentioned zero-dimensional models. (68, 69). Like
previously mentioned models, lumped surrogate species were employed to represent chemistry,
though the criteria for combined classification were somewhat more general by comparison. All
long-chain alkanes were treated as a single class (as opposed to being segregated by number of
carbons in MPMPO), as were ‘high yield’ aromatics such as toluene, and ‘low yield’ aromatics
such as xylene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes. Furthermore, gas-phase oxidation from one
category of possible semi-volatile species to another (such as isoprene or aromatic species to
CVOCs) are not considered, limiting the range of applicability of its implemented chemistry.
However, CMAQ’s modular nature allows for easy interfacing of its meteorological information
with other mechanistic atmospheric chemistry models. Application of CACM and MPMPO has
shown strong improvements to the accuracy of spacial variance of predicted SOA, but still
underpredict total measured OA mass compared to observed data. (36, 56)
Similarly, the Geos-CHEM model uses compiled emission, deposition, and chemical information
combined with meterological information from the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) of
NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office, to create a 3-dimensional, global-scale
atmospheric composition model. This model has shown accuracy in predicting and mapping
inorganic particulate matter concentrations under a variety of applications, from health quality
assessment to long-range forecasting and tracking of specific emission events. (70–72) GeosCHEM emphasizes gas-phase reactions and inorganic inter-phase transport in its models and has
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limited scope with respect to the organic chemistry that takes place within its modeled aerosols.
The partitioning and SOA mechanisms employed by Geos-CHEM SOA modules (73, 74)
assume uptake of organic gas species into only organic-phase aerosols, as opposed to aqueous or
mixed-phase particles. Gas-phase chemistry and aerosol uptake of epoxide and CVOC species is
included in Geos-CHEM’s gas-phase chemistry, but their subsequent aerosol-phase processing is
not represented. Like CMAQ, Geos-CHEM can also readily couple with or integrate other
chemistry models, to better represent the atmospheric systems they are modeling.
Given the advent of newer uptake and kinetic data pertaining to aqueous aerosol chemistry that is
not covered in current models, it is therefore desirable to develop a model that effectively
captures aqueous chemistry and partitioning effects under a wide range of aerosol and
atmospheric conditions. Such a model would account for a wider range of relevant SOA in
current multi-scale predictions and could eventually better represent the effect that aqueousphase organic species have on net aerosol properties, improving predictions of forcing effects
due the presence of these compounds.
1.4. Thesis Overview
This work presents a new mechanistic model developed by our research group, GAMMA, the
Gas-Aerosol Model for Mechanism Analysis. Using a compiled library of explicit gas and
aqueous aerosol phase reactions and a kinetic approach to gas-to-aqueous-aerosol interphase
transport, we predict the formation of aqueous-phase SOA mass under a variety of conditions.
Chapter 2 introduces GAMMA and its application to describing the chemistry that occurs as gasphase organic compounds uptake onto deliquesced ammonium sulfate aerosols. The governing
equations and families of reactions implemented into GAMMA are described. Isoprene,
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acetylene, toluene, and xylenes are used as precursor organic gas-phase species in these tests,
simulating SOA formation over a variety of aerosol pH and ambient relative humidity (RH)
conditions. Under rural, low-NOx conditions, we find that aqueous aerosol SOA (aaSOA) mass
is mostly isoprene-derived epoxydiol (IEPOX) and its substitution products, occupying 69% or
more of total evolved aaSOA over 12 hours of simulated daylight conditions. Under urban, highNOx environments, where IEPOX is not expected to form, predicted aaSOA is dominated by
reversible glyoxal uptake. Organosulfate formation is highest at low pH and RH conditions,
when aerosol inorganic concentrations are higher, though its contribution is more significant
under low-NOx conditions. As these mechanisms are expected to be important under conditions
with high aerosol sulfate loading in rural areas, it is possible that IEPOX-derived organosulfate
species (IEPOXOS) can therefore be used as an accurate tracer for aaSOA formation in field
studies.
Next, Chapter 3 expands upon the functionality of GAMMA, introducing two modules that
connect the formation of aaSOA species to changes in total aerosol surface tension and UVvisible light absorbance. Our results indicate that the formation of carbonyl-derived oligomers
and organic acids in bulk aerosol liquid do not significantly affect surface tension, though
adsorption of surfactant species at gas-aerosol interfaces may suppress surface tension more than
their bulk phase concentration would suggest. Net aerosol light absorption in aaSOA is primarily
driven by dark glyoxal chemistry. This chemistry is predicted to be highest under high humidity,
high-NOx conditions, and yields highest total absorbance in early morning hours. The predicted
wavelength dependence of these simulations is comparable to field data, and predicted mass
absorption efficiencies imply that this modeled chemistry is a potential source for aerosol brown
carbon in urban environments.
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Chapter 4 applies the mechanisms compiled in GAMMA to cloudwater conditions, to compare
its gas- and aqueous- phase chemistry to the numerous existing models that represent similar
families of reactions. Under high-NOx conditions, cloud chemistry is dominated by glyoxal
uptake and its subsequent processing to low-weight organic acids, consistent with findings and
predictions of other groups. Under low-NOx conditions, the initial pH of the seed aerosol is seen
to play a major factor in the ultimately prevailing chemistry, indicating that IEPOX chemistry
can still contribute significant amounts of SOA mass if initial aerosol acidity is sufficiently high.
Simulations that alternated between aerosol and cloudwater conditions revealed brief transient
periods immediately after drying and activating as gas-aerosol partitioning re-equilibrates.
IEPOX derived compounds remain a strong to dominating feature of aerosol SOA when cycled,
due to high reaction rates of formation when in aerosol and the high molecular mass of its
contributing species. This pathway of OA formation is largely ignored in cloudwater simulations,
but can still contribute potentially large amounts of aqSOA mass if a droplet reverts back to a
seed aerosol state at any point in its lifetime. This phenomenon will occur even in less acidic
conditions and may account for some of the underprediction of OA in cloud chemistry
simulations compared to observed data.
Chapter 5 introduces a reduced version of GAMMA, intended for interfacing with other existing
atmospheric models, that reduces the number of tracked aerosol-phase organic species while
maintaining accurate prediction of total aaSOA mass. This version of GAMMA tracks only
aqueous IEPOX, its derivatives, and glyoxal, which, as shown in Chapter 2, dominate aaSOA
mass. Agreement between simpleGAMMA and the version of GAMMA containing complete
suite of aqueous reactions is maintained within 25% for all conditions tested.
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The discussion then moves to ideas for development of GAMMA. Expansion of GAMMA’s
coverage of chemistry is considered through the improvement of the number of relevant
precursor gases tracked, or through the further addition of relevant aerosol-phase formation
mechanisms. A candidate precursor gas must have both significant contribution to gas-phase
emissions and generate water-soluble oxidation products. Low-weight, oxidized biogenic VOCs
(BVOCs) are low in individual concentrations but can contribute high local emissions, with
oxidation mechanisms similar to those already modeled by GAMMA. Similarly, monoterpenes
are extremely common biogenic emission with interesting aerosol-phase chemistry, though their
relatively low aqueous phase solubility must be considered before its inclusion. Gas-phase
oxidation of phenolic compounds are a branch of gas-phase chemistry not yet tracked by
GAMMA, that yields a suite of water-soluble organic species and can be used to more accurately
track combustion products in both rural and urban environments. Reactions that can lead to
strongly light-absorbing materials, such as formation of imidazoles or other nitrogen-containing
compounds, are also of interest as they will contribute to the future accuracy of GAMMA’s
physical property modules.
This work ends with a short recap of the conclusions drawn in previous chapters and a few
closing remarks about the long-term goals for GAMMA.
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CHAPTER 2
PREDICTION OF AQUEOUS-PHASE SOA AND ORGANOSULFATE FORMATION IN
ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS
2.1. Introduction
Internal mixtures of organic and inorganic material are typical in atmospheric aerosols. Inorganic
aerosols may acquire an organic component via in situ interactions with volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), a family of processes known as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation.
Pathways for aqueous-phase SOA formation have been identified in which water-soluble VOCs
dissolve into cloud droplets or wet aerosols, followed by aqueous-phase reactions (e.g. oxidation
and/or oligomerization) which lead to the formation of SOA material (1-4). The carbonylcontaining VOCs (CVOCs) glyoxal and methylglyoxal have been studied intensively as potential
precursors for this SOA formation pathway (3-14).

Recently, aqueous-phase reactions of

isoprene-derived epoxydiols have also been shown to be efficient pathways to SOA formation in
the aerosol aqueous phase (aqueous aerosol SOA, or aaSOA) (15-18).
In-particle reactions between organic and inorganic material can lead to the formation of
functionalized secondary organic products such as organosulfates (OS). OS is a ubiquitous
component of continental tropospheric aerosols (19-29), comprising up to 5-10% of organic
aerosol mass over the continental US (30). Lukács et al. observed that OS mass concentrations
were highest for submicron aerosol size fractions, suggesting a link between OS formation and
aerosol heterogeneous chemistry (27). Tolocka and Turpin found OS aerosol mass fractions at
IMPROVE sites peaked in the summer and fall, when photochemical activity was at a
maximum(30). Due to their low vapor pressures, the formation of OS from volatile organic
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precursors is a pathway for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) production in aerosol water. OS are
often amphiphilic, making them surface-active (31).
OS species are formed in the particle phase via reactions of organic species with sulfate or
bisulfate, or their radicals, or sulfuric acid. Below we describe the two most significant
mechanism types which have been investigated for their relevance to atmospheric aerosols:
epoxide mechanisms and photochemical (radical) mechanisms. Alcohol sulfate esterification has
also been investigated as a source of aerosol OS, but it was found to be very slow compared to
the other OS formation mechanisms under tropospheric aerosol conditions (32); therefore it will
not be considered further here.
2.1.1. Epoxide mechanisms (nucleophilic substitution)
Gas-phase epoxides derived from oxidation of VOCs such as isoprene and -pinene are likely a
significant source of SOA mass and OS species in aerosols. Epoxides such as isoprene-derived
epoxydiol (IEPOX) are highly soluble in water and form stable sulfate esters in the aqueous
phase (15-17,19). Field studies in the recent literature suggest that epoxide-derived OS are the
most abundant OS type in aerosols and make up a significant fraction of SOA mass
(19,20,28,29).
Sulfate or bisulfate ions may also add nucleophilically to protonated carbonyl groups. Sareen et
al. tentatively identified of an OS species in nonirradiated methylglyoxal-ammonium sulfate
solutions and proposed this mechanism (33). Organosulfates observed in nonirradiated
ammonium sulfate aerosols exposed to glyoxal may be formed via this pathway (34).
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2.1.2. Photochemical (radical) mechanisms
Sulfate (SO4-) and bisulfate (HSO4) radicals are formed by reactions of bisulfate and sulfuric acid
with OH in aqueous media according to (35,36):
HSO4- + OH → SO4- +H2O

kII = 3.5×105 M-1s-1

H2SO4 + OH → HSO4 +H2O kII = 1.4×107 M-1s-1

(2-1)
(2-2)

SO4- and HSO4 can participate in many of the same reactions as OH in the aqueous phase,
performing hydrogen abstraction (37), adding to C=C double bonds (31), or adding to radical
species (38). The last two classes of reactions may result in OS formation.
Galloway and coworkers exposed ammonium sulfate aerosols to glyoxal in an aerosol chamber.
They detected the formation of an OS species under irradiation, which they identified as glycolic
acid sulfate (7,39). Glycolic acid sulfate may form from the reaction of the glycolic acid radical
with SO4- or HSO4. Glyoxylic acid sulfate and other acid sulfates are also expected to form via
this pathway.
Numerical models of SOA formation in cloud water (1,4,40-42) have been developed previously
and their use has improved predictions of SOA mass in air quality models (41). Due to the
higher solute concentrations in deliquesced aerosols, the dominant SOA formation reactions are
thought to differ in aerosol water as compared to cloud water (2,43). We have developed a new
photochemical box model that couples gas-phase chemistry with detailed aqueous aerosol
chemistry, enabling predictions of aaSOA and OS formation in atmospheric aerosols under
ambient conditions. The detailed aqueous-phase mechanism presented here allows us to evaluate
the relative contributions of recently proposed reaction pathways to aerosol mass and identify
potential tracer compounds for aqueous aerosol chemistry.
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2.2. Model Description
We used a newly developed photochemical box model, GAMMA (Gas Aerosol Model for
Mechanism Analysis) to predict aerosol composition under different atmospheric and laboratory
test conditions. Following Schwartz (1986), the temporal evolution of the partial pressure of
species i in the gas phase (Pi) is given by (44):

k mt ,i a L
dPi
 k mt ,i a L Pi 
Ci   rij , gas  Ei  Di
dt
H i*
j

(2-3)

where kmt,i is the gas-aerosol mass transfer coefficient for species i, aL is the aerosol aqueous
liquid volume fraction (cm3 cm-3 of air), Ci is the aerosol-phase concentration of species i, Hi* is
the effective Henry’s Law constant, rij,gas is the rate of gas phase reaction j that species i
participates in, and Ei and Di are the emission and deposition rates of species i, respectively.
Henry’s Law applies to dilute, ideal aqueous solutions, however, the aqueous phase of aerosol is
a highly concentrated, nonideal electrolyte solution. Kroll et al. have shown via aerosol chamber
studies that glyoxal uptake by deliquesced ammonium sulfate aerosols depends linearly on gas
phase glyoxal concentration, i.e. Henry’s Law is applicable (14). We use the Henry’s Law
constant empirically determined by Kroll et al. for glyoxal. For other species for which such
aerosol uptake data are not available, we have applied effective Henry’s Law constants measured
for electrolyte solutions, or when nothing else is available, the Henry’s Law constant for uptake
to pure bulk water (Appendix A).
The gas-aerosol mass transfer coefficient for species i, kmt,i, is given by:

k mt ,i 

1

(2-4)

2

R
4R

3D g ,i 3 i i
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where R is the aerosol particle radius, Dg,i is the gas-phase diffusion coefficient, i is the thermal
velocity, and i is the accommodation coefficient. The aerosol-phase concentration of species i is
described by:

k mt ,i
dCi k mt ,i

Pi  *
Ci   rik ,aq
dt
RT
H i RT
k

(2-5)

where R is the gas constant, T is temperature, and rik,aq is the rate of aqueous-phase reaction k
that species i participates in. Full details of the chemical mechanism are available in Appendix A,
but an overview is provided below.
2.2.1. Gas-phase chemistry
The model considers the gas-phase oxidation of isoprene, acetylene, toluene, and xylenes. These
primary VOCs were chosen because they form glyoxal, methylglyoxal, epoxides, and other
water-soluble VOCs upon oxidation. Please see the Appendix A for a complete listing of
reactions, rates and references. The isoprene oxidation mechanisms under low-NOx (45) and
high-NOx (46) conditions from Paulot and coworkers are used. Condensed mechanisms for the
oxidation of toluene and xylenes under low- and high-NOx conditions were derived from the
Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM) version 3.2 (47-49). Chemistry of acyl peroxynitrates
follows La Franchi et al. and Paulot et al. (2009b) (46,50). Photolysis rates follow the Master
Chemical Mechanism (51). The gas-phase output of the low-NOx mechanism agrees well with
the experimental data of Paulot et al. (2009a) (Appendix A).
2.2.2. Aqueous-phase chemistry
Aqueous-phase oxidation of organic species in GAMMA follows the work of Turpin and
coworkers (1,38,40,43). The effective Henry’s Law constant was used where available for
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carbonyl-containing VOCs (14,52). Therefore, hydration and self-oligomerization of these
species were not separately represented in the model, to avoid double counting. This use of
Henry’s Law implies that the equilibrium between gas phase monomers and the monomers,
hydration products, and oligomers in the aqueous phase is assumed to be reached instantaneously.
Note that, in aerosol reaction chamber studies, equilibrium between gas phase glyoxal and
deliquesced ammonium sulfate aerosols is reached under dark or irradiated conditions on a timescale
of 1-10 hours (7,12,14,53).

The photochemical organosulfate formation mechanisms described in the previous section are
included (7,31,38,39). Hydrolysis and organosulfate formation reactions from IEPOX are also
represented (15-18). The mechanism, from Eddingsaas et al. (16), is as follows:
IEPOX(aq)  (1-) tetrol +  IEPOXOS

(2-6)

The branching ratio,  was observed in that study to depend on sulfate concentration in bulk
solutions. We adopt  = 0.4, which the value for the most concentrated bulk solution (3.0 M SO42

) studied by Eddingsaas et al. The rate constant is a function of H+ activity and the

concentrations of sulfate and bisulfate:
k = kH+aH+ + ksulfate[SO4-2]aH+ + kbisulfate[HSO4-]

(2-7)

Here aH+ is the activity of H+, kH+ = 5×10-2 s-1, ksulfate = 2×10-4M-1s-1, and kbisulfate = 7.3×10-4M-1s-1.
It is assumed that epoxides formed by toluene and xylenes oxidation under high-NOx conditions
are hydrolyzed and form OS. The thermodynamic and kinetic feasibility of these reactions was
confirmed using density functional theory calculations (see Appendix A for details). Due to a
lack of experimental rate data for these processes, it is assumed that the mechanisms and rates
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for hydrolysis and organosulfate formation from these species are the same as those for IEPOX.
Alcohol sulfate esterification was not included in the model since it is expected to be very slow
compared to the other organosulfate formation mechanisms at the conditions considered here, as
discussed in the previous section (32).
We note that insufficient data are available regarding the oxidative aging of oligomeric aqueousphase SOA species such as glyoxal dimers, 2-methyltetrol or organosulfate species, so these
mechanisms are not represented in the model at this time. Additionally, with the exception of the
rate constant in the Eddingsaas (2010) mechanism for SOA formation from IEPOX, the
influence of ionic strength on the reaction rates is not considered in the current version of
GAMMA due to a lack of necessary thermodynamic data.
2.2.3. Test Conditions
Initial gas-phase conditions for the model, as well as emissions and deposition rates, were
adopted from the general urban and rural conditions of CAPRAM 3.0 (54). The full list of test
conditions can be found in the Supporting Information. The model currently considers only
ammonium sulfate aerosols. Ammonium and sulfate are the most abundant ions found in
continental aerosols, and therefore ammonium sulfate is expected to be a reasonable model of
deliquesced aerosol in our test locations of choice (Yorkville, GA and Atlanta, GA) (see, for
example,(55)). Other aerosol types will be incorporated in future versions of the model. The

sulfate aerosol size distribution from Whitby (1978) is used: a constant mass-weighted mean
diameter of 480 nm with a geometric standard deviation of 2.0 is used, giving a surface-area
weighted mean diameter of 297 nm (56,57). Prescribed relative humidity and aerosol pH were
input

into

the

Extended

AIM

Aerosol

Thermodynamics

Model,

E-AIM

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php) in order to infer the aerosol liquid water content (58)
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using measurements of sulfate mass loadings in representative test locations. 4.0 ug m-3 of sulfate
mass was taken as representative of the rural Yorkville, GA region (59) and 20 ug m-3 was used
for urban Atlanta, GA conditions (60). Aerosol pH was varied between 1 and 4, typical of
continental aerosols (61,62). The calculated liquid aerosol content, aL, varies on the order of ~1012

to 10-11 cm3 cm-3air depending on RH and pH.

2.3. Results
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 summarize the results of our simulations for low-NOx and high-NOx
conditions for a 12 h sunlit period. A full listing of the SOA species along with their molecular
weights, H:C, and O:C ratios can be found in Appendix A.
2.3.1. Low-NOx conditions
SOA and OS formation in deliquesced ammonium sulfate (AS) aerosol under low-NOx
conditions is dominated by IEPOX pathways: 69-100% of aaSOA mass is composed of IEPOX,
2-methyltetrol, and 2-methyltetrol sulfate ester after 12 hours of sunlight (Figure 2-1B and 2-1D).
Low-NOx aaSOA and OS formation is highly dependent on RH and aerosol pH. As much as 0.9
g m-3 SOA is predicted after 12 h of sunlight at 40% RH and aerosol pH=1 (Figure 2-1A). At
65% RH and pH = 4, only 17 ng m-3 aaSOA is predicted (Figure 2-1C). The dependence on
aerosol pH can be traced to the pH-dependent rate constant for IEPOX hydrolysis and
organosulfate formation (eq 2-6) (16). While all of the aerosol chemistry studied here requires
the AS aerosol to be deliquesced in order to proceed, the optimum range for aqueous aerosolphase SOA formation under low-NOx conditions is RH<60%.
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Figure 2-1 - GAMMA simulation results, low-NOx conditions, after 12h of sunlight as a function
of relative humidity with an aerosol pH of 1 (panels A and B) and as a function of aerosol pH at
65% RH (panels C, D). In panels (A) and (C), predicted aaSOA mass is shown along with SOA
yield with respect to all precursors (isoprene, acetylene, toluene, and xylenes). Panels (B) and
(D) depict the fractional contributions to SOA mass. “IEPOX pathway” refers to aqueous-phase
IEPOX, 2-methyltetrol, and 2-methyltetrol sulfate ester. “Organic acids” is the sum of succinic,
oxalic, formic, glyoxylic, pyruvic, malonic, and glycolic acids and their ionized forms. “CVOC”
refers to SOA from the uptake of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, glycolaldehyde, formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, and other aldehydes.
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In addition to the fact that the second order SOA formation processes occur more efficiently
under more concentrated conditions, the rate constant for SOA formation from IEPOX is
sensitive to the activity of H+ (see eq (7)). At pH = 1, this decreases to a low value above 60%
RH until 100% RH is approached. We note that, in the current version of GAMMA, particle size
does not change with relative humidity (in reality, the diameter of a pure ammonium sulfate
particle can be expected to vary roughly 20% over the range of relative humidities studied here
(57).). Therefore, changes in partitioning can be conclusively ruled out as contributing to this
observation.
2-methyltetrol sulfate ester comprises >99% of OS mass (66 ng m-3 at 40% RH and pH 1).
Figure 2-3 considers the relative contributions of each of the photochemically-derived
organosulfate species under low-NOx conditions. Note that concentration is shown on a log scale,
and the absolute concentration of each of these species is very small. Glyoxal sulfate is predicted
to be the most abundant photochemically derived OS species. Note that, due to their very small
Henry’s Law constants, isoprene, MVK, and MACR concentrations are too low in the particle
phase for significant direct OS formation (31).
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Figure 2-2 - GAMMA simulation results, high-NOx conditions, after 12h of sunlight as a
function of relative humidity with an aerosol pH of 1 (panels A and B) and as a function of
aerosol pH at 65% RH (panels C, D). In panels (A) and (C), predicted aaSOA mass is shown
along with SOA yield with respect to all precursors (isoprene, acetylene, toluene, and xylenes).
Panels (B) and (D) depict the fractional contributions to SOA mass. “Epoxide pathways” refers
to TOL_EPOX, XYL_EPOX, EPXC4DIAL, and EPXMC4DIAL, as well as diols and diol sulfate
esters formed from them. “Organic acids” is the sum of succinic, oxalic, formic, glyoxylic,
pyruvic, malonic, and glycolic acids and their ionized forms. “CVOC” refers to SOA from the
uptake of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, glycolaldehyde, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and other
aldehydes.
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2.3.2. High-NOx conditions
Glyoxal uptake dominates aaSOA formation under high-NOx conditions (i.e., when IEPOX is
not expected to be formed from isoprene oxidation(45,46)) (Figure 2-2B and 2-2D). As a result,
in contrast to the low-NOx scenario, aqSOA formation is insensitive to pH and increases with
increasing relative humidity (Figure 2-2A and 2-2C). Mass of aaSOA predicted after 12h ranges
from 58 to 120 ng m-3 at 40% and 80% RH, respectively (Figure 2-2A). OS does not contribute
significantly to aaSOA mass under high-NOx conditions (maximum 0.8 ng m-3 at 40% RH and
pH = 1). OS formed from toluene and xylenes-derived epoxides may comprise anywhere from
6%-89% of OS formed depending on pH and RH, with the remainder being formed via radical
pathways.
2.4. Discussion
In contrast to what has been predicted for SOA generated in cloud water (1,3), organic acids
were predicted to contribute less than 2% of aaSOA mass under low-NOx conditions and under
25% under high-NOx conditions. Total SOA mass generated in the aqueous aerosol phase is
predicted to be highest under low-NOx conditions where aaSOA formation from IEPOX is
favorable (i.e., low pH and low RH).
For low-NOx conditions with aerosol pH = 1, aaSOA O:C ratio was 1.08 (± 0.04) after 12 h of
simulation, with a mild dependence on relative humidity, while H:C = 2.39 (± 0.008). For highNOx conditions, O:C varied from 2 to 1.8 and H:C varied from 3 to 2.75 over an RH range of
40-80%. In all cases, the O:C values are higher at a given H:C ratio for aaSOA than what is
typical for oxidized primary organic aerosol or “traditional” SOA derived from the condensation
of semivolatile oxidized VOCs reported by Heald et al. (63). This is consistent with the notion
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that aqueous-phase aerosol chemistry may be a source of highly oxidized, low volatility organic
aerosol (LV-OOA) (64,65).

Figure 2-3 - In-particle concentrations of organosulfate species formed via radical mechanisms
under low-NOx conditions (65% RH, pH = 1) as a function of time after sunrise.

Although the emissions and initial gas-phase conditions used in the model were not tailored to
any specific location, comparing GAMMA model output to measurements made at
representative locations in the Southeast USA can provide some insight into the potential
significance of aqueous aerosol SOA formation pathways. Tanner et al. reported OC values of
3.15-3.53g m-3 from the SEARCH rural site at Yorkville, GA during summer months in 20022004 (59). Based on the results in Figure 2-1 and the predicted O:C ratio, our aaSOA mass
predictions comprise within 0.2-11.25% of this value after 12 h of simulation, depending on
aerosol RH and pH. This is consistent with the observations of Lin et al., who reported that
IEPOX tracers comprised 7.9% of OC in Yorkville in summer 2010 (66). They reported the
average mass concentration of 2-methyltetrol to be 330 ng m-3 during that time period. GAMMA
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reproduces this observed mass concentration after 12 h of simulation at 40-45% RH and pH = 1.
Lin et al. also observed 72 ng m-3 organosulfates derived from 2-methyltetrol, suggesting a
branching ratio of 21.8%. This is lower than that suggested by the bulk phase laboratory studies
of Eddingsaas et al. (2010) and used in this model. This difference suggests that this chemistry
may proceed differently in the concentrated aerosol environment as compared to a bulk
laboratory solution. Our predictions of aaSOA mass generated under high-NOx conditions after
12 h represent approximately 1% of the WSOC measured by Hennigan et al. in Atlanta (3-4
gC m-3) (67).
In a control simulation we found that changing the urban isoprene initial concentrations and
emissions rates to match the rural case (roughly 10x increase in both emissions and initial
concentration) resulted in a 10% increase in overall aaSOA mass (9% increase in mass due to
CVOC and 17% increase in organic acid SOA mass).
2.5. Atmospheric Implications
The results of these simulations using our newly developed model, GAMMA, shed light on
aaSOA and OS formation in aerosol water. The maximum aaSOA was formed under conditions
where the IEPOX SOA formation pathways are active (low NOx, low pH and low RH). At high
pH and RH, although the total aaSOA mass is lower, more is formed under urban/high NOx
conditions because the greater sulfate aerosol loadings lead to higher aqueous aerosol volume,
and also because gas-phase glyoxal concentrations are higher under urban conditions. Aqueous
SOA formation is believed to be particularly important in the Southeastern United States (SE
USA), where aerosol sulfate concentrations, humidity, and biogenic volatile VOC emissions
(especially isoprene) tend to be high during photochemically active periods (20,67). Formation
of both SOA and organosulfates in the aqueous phase is favored under low pH conditions,
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therefore the formation of biogenic SOA may be enhanced due to anthropogenic emissions of
acid precursors such as SO2. All OS formation mechanisms studied here are second-order
processes, and therefore they are more efficient at lower relative humidities, i.e. when the aerosol
is more highly concentrated. This makes organosulfate species particularly good tracers for
aqueous aerosol-phase SOA formation (vs. cloud water processing, or condensational SOA
formation) in the field. Because of its relatively large mass contribution, IEPOXOS in particular
could serve as an excellent tracer for aqueous aerosol-phase SOA formation when sufficient
isoprene is present under low-NOx conditions (i.e., when the isoprene oxidation mechanism of
Paulot et al. (2009a) dominates). Several groups have demonstrated that this species is readily
detected in the field (19,20,28,29,66). Radical-derived OS are not expected to be produced in
significant quantities, but detection using highly sensitive techniques (39) could be another
indicator for chemistry occurring in aerosol water. If epoxides derived from anthropogenic
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as the toluene-derived 2,3-epoxy-6-oxo-heptenal
undergo analogous chemistry to IEPOX, the OS formed may serve as tracers for anthropogenic
aaSOA.
2.6. Suggestions for future work
Significant uncertainties remain in the chemical mechanisms for isoprene oxidation in the gas
phase and the subsequent formation of SOA. It has been proposed that 2-methylglyceric acid
may form via aqueous-phase reactions of the isoprene oxidation products methacrolein and
methacrylic acid in the presence of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (68), however, recent
laboratory evidence suggests that the OH oxidation of methacryloylperoxynitrate (MPAN) may
be responsible for its formation under high-NOx conditions (15). Lin et al. recently demonstrated
that reactive uptake of IEPOX onto wet acidified sulfate seed aerosol yields several other
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compounds in addition to the 2-methyltetrols and 2-methyltetrol sulfate ester, including C5alkene triols, dimers of IEPOX, and 3-methyltetrahydrofuran-3,4-diols, as well as organosulfate
derivatives of the dimers (66). Based on their field measurements, the contribution of IEPOX
products to total SOA as predicted by GAMMA may be underestimated as much as 45% due to
these unaccounted for formation pathways. GAMMA will be updated with these new products
and mechanisms as rate data become available.
More experimental data describing the physical uptake of organic species to aqueous aerosol are
needed. In general the accommodation coefficients of gas-phase species on deliquesced aerosols
differ from those on pure water or sulfuric acid surfaces due to the differences in solubility,
which may be particularly pronounced for organic species (“salting-in” or “salting-out”). Some
empirically determined Henry’s Law coefficients for aqueous aerosol exist in the literature, but
more are necessary. In the case of glyoxal partitioning to ammonium sulfate aerosol, these values
are considerably higher than for water or bulk electrolyte solutions (which are less concentrated
than aerosol at <100% RH) (7,14,69).
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CHAPTER 3
USAGE OF GAMMA TO PREDICT AEROSOL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
3.1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols impact Earth’s climate via interactions with solar radiation, or by acting as
nuclei for cloud droplet formation. Organic matter, a typical component of tropospheric
particulate matter (75), can affect the physical properties of aerosols which determine their
influence on climate, such as optical properties (4–7, 9, 76, 77) and surface tension. (4, 5, 38, 78,
79) One recently identified source of organic matter in tropospheric aerosols is aqueous aerosol
secondary organic aerosol (aaSOA) formation. In this mechanism, water-soluble volatile organic
compounds are absorbed into aerosol water, where they may react to form low-volatility
secondary organic aerosol (SOA) material. (23, 29, 34, 80) Aqueous aerosol SOA formation is
likely to be significant in regions where aerosol sulfate concentrations, humidity, and volatile
organic compound (VOC) concentrations tend to be high, such as the Southeastern United States.
(81–83) However, the magnitude of the contribution of this pathway to total aerosol mass and its
influence on aerosol physical properties is still uncertain.
The ability of a particle to act as a CCN a given supersaturation condition depends on its dry
diameter (i.e., solute content) and chemical composition. This is described by the Köhler
equation: (84)

(3-1)

with
and
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where Dp is the diameter of the aqueous droplet, pw is the water vapor pressure over the droplet
of diameter Dp, p0 is the water vapor pressure over a flat surface, Mw is the molecular weight of
water and w is its density, R is the gas constant, T is temperature,  is the surface tension of the
droplet at the point of activation, and ns is the number of moles of solute. Surface-active organic
species can enhance aerosol CCN activity by lowering surface tension, thus affecting the Kelvin
term (A) of the Köhler equation, but they can also affect the Raoult term (B) by altering ns when
surface-bulk partitioning of solute is taken into account. Methylglyoxal, acetaldehyde, and
formaldehyde, all species which have been suggested as aaSOA precursors, have been
demonstrated to supress surface tension in bulk solutions with compositions mimicking aqueous
aerosols. (4, 5, 8, 85) Small organic acids such as succinic acid and oxalic acid, typical aaSOA
products, are also known to be surface-active. (78) Finally, aaSOA formation is thought to be an
efficient pathway for the production of organosulfates, which may also be surface-active. (86)
The chemical composition of an aerosol particle can also influence its direct effects on climate.
There is evidence from field studies of non-soot light-absorbing “brown carbon” in aerosols
associated with biomass burning and pollution plumes. (87) The absorption of UV radiation by
atmospheric brown carbon has the potential to perturb tropospheric photochemistry. (88) The
formation mechanisms, prevalence, and physical properties of brown carbon in aerosols are
poorly understood. Our recent laboratory studies showed that particle-phase chemical reactions
between absorbed volatile organics and inorganic salts can lead to secondary products which
absorb light in the UV and visible. (4–6, 8) We characterized the mechanisms and kinetics of
changes in the light absorption spectrum for bulk solutions containing glyoxal and/or
methylglyoxal with (NH4)2SO4. We found that, even in cross-reacting mixtures of glyoxal and
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methylglyoxal, light absorption by the reaction mixture could be modelled as a linear
combination of the contribution of each reaction pathway in parallel. (5)
We recently developed a new photochemical box model, GAMMA (Gas-Aerosol Model for
Mechanism Analysis), (80) that couples gas-phase chemistry with detailed aqueous phase
chemistry, enabling speciated predictions of aqueous-phase SOA formation in atmospheric
aerosols under ambient conditions. Besides allowing calculations of changes in aerosol mass due
to aqueous SOA chemistry, these detailed, speciated SOA calculations enable a bottom-up
prediction of aerosol surface tension based on parameterizations for complex inorganic-organic
mixtures. Surface-active species tracked by the model include several organic acids, dicarboxylic
acids, aldehydes, methylglyoxal, and organosulfates. We have also developed a method to
simulate the aaSOA brown carbon absorption spectrum based on predicted aerosol composition
from GAMMA. Mechanisms for the dark formation of light-absorbing organics from
methylglyoxal, glyoxal, and acetaldehyde which were been recently identified in laboratory
studies are represented. Here we demonstrate the use of this module with GAMMA to evaluate
the contribution of aqueous pathways of brown carbon formation to total observed loadings.
3.2. Model Description
3.2.1. GAMMA – Gas Aerosol Model for Mechanism Analysis
GAMMA is a photochemical box that simulates coupled gas and aqueous-phase chemistry in
order to predict aerosol composition under different atmospheric and laboratory test conditions.
A complete, detailed description of the model, the parameters and initial conditions, and its
application to modeling chemistry in deliquesced ammonium sulfate particles is available in
Chapter 2. (80) The model currently follows over 160 species participating in over 260 reactions.
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The general urban and rural conditions from CAPRAM 3.0 are used for initial gas-phase
conditions and emissions and deposition rates. (89) Daytime conditions were simulated by
scaling the photolysis rate constants semi-sinusoidally over 12 hours. For nighttime conditions,
photolysis reactions and isoprene emissions were disabled. Only ammonium sulfate aerosols are
treated in the model; this aerosol type is a typical representative for deliquesced aerosols over
continental regions. The size distribution from Whitby (1978) is used. (90) Aerosol liquid water
content is calculated based on RH and aerosol pH using the Extended AIM Aerosol
Thermodynamics

Model,

E-AIM

(http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php).

(91)

For

comparisons with the field data of Hecobian et al. (2010), (92) an aerosol sulfate mass of 4.0 ug
m-3 was taken as representative for Yorkville, GA, USA (93) and 20 ug m-3 was used for S.
DeKalb, GA, USA.(94)
3.2.2. Surface tension module
Droplet surface tension is a key physical parameter determining the critical supersaturation for
CCN activation, and therefore is an important input parameter for models of cloud droplet
formation. We predict particle surface tension based on the aerosol composition results from
GAMMA. We follow the approach outlined in Schwier et al. (2013). (85) In that study, surface
tension depression by complex mixtures of organic material in aqueous solutions containing 3.1
M ammonium sulfate was parameterized using a fit to a modified form of the semi-empirical
Szyzskowski-Langmuir equation(95) which was first proposed by Henning et al. (2005): (96)
( )

∑

(

)

(3-2)

Here, σ and σw are the surface tension of the solution with and without organics, respectively, T
is temperature (K), C is the molality of the organic carbon (mol carbon (kg water)-1), ai and bi are
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fit parameters of the ith organic compound (alone) in water, and χi is the molality fraction of
compound i out of the total soluble carbon concentration in solution (χi = Ci C-1). Among the
surface-active species for which parameterizations are available, those tracked by GAMMA
include methylglyoxal, formaldehyde, oxalic acid, succinic acid, and acetaldehyde. Parameters ai
and bi for those species are listed in Table 3-1.
Species Name

ai

bi

Methylglyoxal

0.0185

140

Formaldehyde

0.0119

50.23

Oxalic Acid

0.01297

1.0583

Succinic Acid

0.0349

0.74884

Acetaldehyde

0.02601

8.9282

Table 3-1 – List of Szyzskowski-Langmuir constants for surface-active species traced by
GAMMA, from Schwier et al. (2013) Acetaldehyde is treated as a proxy for all multicarbon (C>2)
aldehydes.

3.2.3. Light absorption module
We previously observed and quantified changes in the absorption spectrum for reactive aqueous
mixtures of glyoxal (6) and/or methyglyoxal (4, 5) with ammonium sulfate. Nozière and
coworkers made similar observations for acetaldehyde. (7) Changes in aerosol absorbance due to
these reactive processes are tracked in GAMMA (see Appendix A for details). These reactions
are not included in the mass balance for the precursor species since dark oligomerization is
assumed to be accounted for via the use of the effective Henry’s Law constants to describe
uptake. (80) Other light-absorbing organic species tracked by GAMMA for which absorption
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data are available include oxalic acid and succinic acid, (11) as well as pyruvic acid. (10)
Specific absorption data for each species are shown in Appendix A.
Despite significant cross-reactions between methylglyoxal and glyoxal in aqueous ammonium
sulfate solution, we showed that the increases in light absorption in a reactive mixture of the two
could be modelled as if each precursor were reacting in parallel.(5) Therefore, in GAMMA we
treat these processes as independent, and a composite UV-Visible absorption spectrum for the
aerosol is calculated based on a linear combination of the contribution of each reactive pathway
(in the case of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and acetaldehyde) or individual organic species (for
oxalic, succinic, and pyruvic acids) as follows:
∑

̂

(3-3)

where Âi is the specific absorbance of the ith species per molar concentration (L mol-1) and ci is
the concentration of the ith species (mol L-1).
We recently studied the aerosol-phase photochemical aging of light-absorbing material formed
by methylglyoxal in aqueous ammonium sulfate solutions. (37) We observed that the lifetimes of
these species are controlled by fast photolysis (kI = 0.0167s-1) which leads to volatilization. This
process is represented in GAMMA as a first-order decrease in the absorption associated with the
glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and acetaldehyde reactive pathways.
3.3. Results and Discussion
36-hour simulations were performed, starting with sunrise at t = 0, for a variety of aerosol pH (1
≤ pH ≤ 4) and RH (45%-80%) conditions, for urban (high-NOx) and rural (low-NOx) scenarios.
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Figure 3-1. Surface-active aqueous SOA concentrations vs. Time, pH1 RH 65%, low-NOx mode.
Shaded regions indicate night-time conditions.

3.3.1. Aerosol surface tension
As we reported previously, aaSOA mass as predicted by GAMMA under simulated urban
conditions is dominated by glyoxal uptake. (80) Glyoxal and its self-reaction products have not
been found to depress surface tension in aqueous solutions. (6) Succinic acid was the largest
contributor to surface tension depression, however total surface-active organic mass (i.e. the
combined mass of the species listed in Table 1) did not exceed carbon concentrations of 2.2×10-3
kgC/kg water. Predicted changes to net aerosol surface tension were therefore negligible (< 1%
of the initial value).
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Figure 3-2 – Composite absorbance at 365nm vs. Time, 65% RH, pH1, High NOx mode. Shaded
regions (12-24 h) indicate night-time conditions.

Under low-NOx conditions, isoprene-derived epoxide (IEPOX)-derived tetrol and organosulfate
species are predicted to comprise over 60% of the total formed SOA under all conditions tested
(Figure 3-1). (80) Succinic acid and the other species listed in Table 1 were again formed in
quantities too small to significantly impact surface tension.
IEPOX-derived organosulfate species may depress aerosol surface tension, but to our knowledge
this has not been characterized experimentally to date. In general, data for surface tension
depression by organosulfates are sparse. (78) Noziére and coworkers studied surface tension
depression by organosulfates generated by irradiating isoprene, methyvinylketone, methacrolein,
or -pinene in aqueous solutions containing sulfate salts. (86) For experiments initiated with 11
mM of isoprene, the minimum solution surface tension observed (after 200 min of reaction) was
roughly 75% of the original value. Note that photochemically generated organosulfates of this
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type are formed in negligibly small quantities in our simulations (Figure 3-1). (80) If we assume
similar surface tension depression by IEPOX-derived organosulfate species, under conditions
where their formation is predicted to be high, significant surface tension depression (~18% at pH
1, 65% RH) may occur.
3.3.2. Aerosol light absorption
The computed composite absorption spectra were dominated by the reactive uptake of glyoxal
under all conditions studied. Therefore the absorbance exhibited a diurnal cycle, increasing in the
evening and night-time and decreasing to low levels in the early morning hours due to photolysis
(Figure 3-2). The baseline daytime absorption level was low, but increased with time due to the
buildup of oxalic and pyruvic acids. While methylglyoxal oligomers are more strongly absorbing
than those formed by glyoxal (4–6) the relatively low effective Henry’s Law constants for
methylglyoxal and acetaldehyde made their contributions to the composite absorption negligible
compared to glyoxal.

Figure 3-3 – Composite Aerosol Absorbance as predicted by GAMMA, pH 4, RH 65%.
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Figure 3-3 shows the composite absorption spectra at maximum absorbance (24 h after the
simulation was initiated) for low-NOx and high-NOx conditions. A peak is apparent in the
spectra at roughly 280 nm, consistent with light absorption by carbonyl-containing glyoxal
oligomer species. (6) The maximum mass absorption efficiency (MAE) is predicted to be
roughly 6.5 times higher under high-NOx conditions (0.13 m2gC-1) than low-NOx conditions
(0.02 m2gC-1) (see Supporting Information for details of the MAE calculation). This is to be
expected since, as previously mentioned, glyoxal uptake dominates SOA mass under high-NOx
conditions. Under low-NOx conditions, IEPOX-derived species dominate total SOA. Their
potential contribution to aerosol absorption is unknown, and therefore is not included in our
calculations.
3.4. Conclusions and Atmospheric Implications
We have performed detailed simulations of organic chemistry in the aerosol aqueous phase in
order to predict changes in aerosol surface tension and light absorption due to the uptake and
reaction of water-soluble volatile organic compounds.
We found that, under all conditions studied, the bulk concentrations of species known to depress
surface tension (methylglyoxal, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, succinic acid, oxalic acid, and
photochemically-generated organosulfates) are so small that their predicted effects on aerosol
surface tension are negligible. Based on our recent aerosol chamber studies of the effects of gasphase methylglyoxal and acetaldehyde on the CCN activity of aqueous ammonium sulfate
particles, adsorption of these species at the gas-aerosol interface may be sufficient to depress
aerosol surface tension and therefore affect aerosol CCN activity.(38) Relatively little is known
about this phenomenon at this time; additional experiments are needed so that it may be
parameterized for the model.
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We predict significant brown carbon formation via aqueous aerosol-phase pathways, especially
under urban conditions. Our predictions of a build-up of absorbing species throughout the night,
followed by a decrease in absorption in the early morning hours due to photobleaching, (37) is
consistent with field observations of high brown carbon absorption in the early morning. (97) In
Figure 4, we compare the wavelength dependence of our predicted composite absorption spectra
to the measurements of Hecobian et al., who performed UV-Vis spectrophotometry on aqueous
filter extracts (Figure 3-4). (92) Note that the data from Hecobian et al. (2010) were reported as
absorption per volume of air sampled, and particle loading data for the sample period are not
available, so normalized spectra are shown.

Figure 3-4 – Wavelength dependence of composite absorption spectra predicted by GAMMA
(dashed line, right axis) compared to measurements of Hecobian et al. (2010) (solid line, left
axis) for aqueous extracts of aerosol filter samples collected during periods with low biomass
burning influence at representative urban and rural locations in Georgia, USA.
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The featureless spectra with absorption increasing with decreasing wavelength reported by that
group is reproduced well by our model. They reported an MAE of 0.31 m 2gC-1 at the S. Dekalb
(urban) site, similar in magnitude to our predicted maximum MAE (0.12 m2gC-1) under highNOx conditions. However, they reported a similar value of 0.29 m2gC-1 at the Yorkville (rural)
site, whereas we predict significantly less absorbance under low-NOx conditions. We note that
our model does not account for primary sources of brown carbon such as biomass burning. (87)
Furthermore, other reactive sources of brown carbon exist other than aqueous aerosol chemistry,
such as reactions of condensationally formed monoterpene SOA with nitrogen-containing
compounds such as ammonia, ammonium sulfate, or amines,(98, 99) or the nitrate
functionalization of aromatic species.(88, 100, 101) These processes are expected to occur in the
aerosol organic phase rather than in the aqueous phase, and thus are not represented in GAMMA
at this time.
Since IEPOX-derived tetrol and organosulfate species are predicted to contribute significantly to
aqueous aerosol mass under low-NOx conditions, experimental data are needed so that we can
quantify their potential impacts on aerosol surface tension and light absorption.
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CHAPTER 4
USING GAMMA TO ESTIMATE CLOUDWATER PROCESSING
As has been previously discussed, GAMMA can be used to predict the concentrations and
physical property changes due to the formation of secondary organic species in deliquesced
ammonium sulfate aerosols, which contain high sulfate, ammonium, and hydrogen ion activities.
We now explore GAMMA’s capabilities to simulate chemistry occurring in cloud droplets,
another ubiquitous family of atmospheric particles that has both significant gas-aqueous uptake
and aqueous-phase processing.
4.1. Introduction
Of the many effects that contribute to the total radiative forcing of the atmosphere, the
contributions of aerosols are the least understood and therefore represent the largest source of
uncertainty in current climate models (12). Aerosols can contribute through direct forcing effects
via scattering or absorption of sunlight, or through indirect effects, by which their properties
implicitly change cloud lifetimes and reflectivity.
In the presence of sufficient gas-phase water supersaturation, atmospheric aerosols
spontaneously uptake water to form cloud droplets. This effect is achieved when air parcels at
RH  100% are transported to lower temperature areas, such as at higher altitudes. Water vapor
content is constant in this process and can therefore subsequently exceed its local vapor pressure
at the new, colder temperature. This results in condensation of liquid water onto aerosol particles
that are present within the air parcel. Once activated, cloud droplets become significantly larger
than atmospheric aerosols from which they are derived, ranging on the order of 10-50 μm (102).
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The vast compositional majority of a cloud droplet is water, implying low aqueous-phase
concentrations for inorganic and organic species alike. Cloud droplets may also revert back to
deliquesced salt configurations multiple times within their lifetime (103), thus necessitating
proper accounting of the formation of semi-volatile and non-volatile species that evolve in one or
both regimes. It is likely that the different inorganic activities and surface-area-to-volume ratios
between aerosol seed particles and cloud droplets will lead to different prevailing organic
chemistry in the aerosol phase.
Organic acids have been observed to be ubiquitous in cloud droplets, regardless of particle age,
location, and size (28, 104). In particular, dicarboxylic acids have been observed to be internally
mixed with inorganic material of collected sulfate particles, suggesting efficient aerosol-phase
formation in addition to or in place of deposition via gas-aerosol partitioning (105). Oxalic acid,
as the smallest and simplest of these acids, is commonly attributed with this branch of aqueous
aerosol processing, due to its high prevalence in cloud droplet samples and multiple known
formation pathways via both anthropogenic and biogenic precursors (28, 105). Structurally
similar organic acids, both dicarboxylic (malonic acid, succinic acid) and monocarboxylic (acetic
acid, glycolic acid, glyoxylic acid, etc.), have also been measured in collected particles, in
varying relative quantities depending on sampling location and time (34). Several of these acids
have been observed to be surface-active (78), potentially affecting heterogeneous chemistry and
a deliquesced aerosol particle’s propensity to convert into a cloud droplet, or vice versa.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, small (< 3 carbon) carbonyl containing volatile organic compounds
(CVOCs) are a ubiquitous contributor to organic mass in cloud water, and are known to oxidize
with OH radicals present in the aqueous phase to form organic acids. (62) The gas- and aerosolphase processing of these species under cloudwater conditions has been examined numerous
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times, from both experimental (4, 5, 28, 31, 32, 49, 105, 106) and modeling (27, 33, 57)
approaches. As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, CVOCs are also relevant in deliquesced aerosol
conditions as well, forming SOA in significant quantities under high-NOx conditions and
contributing to changes in overall aerosol light absorbance and surface tension properties.
It has been proposed that the discrepancy between previous cloud water model SOA predictions
and observed values arises from SOA that forms in the time spent as an aerosol. (34) Recent
studies on common biogenic and anthropogenic precursor gases have indicated epoxide-derived
organic compounds as a potential additional source of OA. (41, 51, 107) Although the high
Henry’s Law constant of IEPOX would lead to significant physical uptake into cloudwater, the
formation of IEPOX organosulfate and tetrols require the participation of H+ or NH4+, and as
such are less likely in cloud droplet due to their high liquid water content. These compounds can
be expected to contribute to SOA mass by forming in aerosol particles before activating into
cloud droplets.
It is desirable to develop a model that can operate in both deliquesced aerosol and cloud droplet
conditions, to track the aqueous chemistry of particles that exist in one or both of the two
regimes over its lifetime. We now discuss the implementation of cloud conditions into GAMMA,
as well as its coupling to deliquesced salt aerosol conditions to approximate the aqueous phase
chemistry of a salt aerosol that is converted into a cloud droplet after several hours of aerosolmode processing.
4.2. Methods
As mentioned in previous chapters, GAMMA has been used to predict the formation of aqueous
aerosol SOA (aaSOA) mass for a variety of ambient starting conditions. By applying intial
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inorganic concentrations and particle sizes of cloud droplets, GAMMA can also be used to
predict the formation of cloudwater SOA (cwSOA) and total aggregate aqueous-phase organic
aerosol mass (aqSOA) formed when alternating between cloud and aerosol regimes of chemistry.
Conditions for cloud particles were approximated using droplet diameters and liquid water
fraction values from Lim 2005 (27), set to 10μm and 10 g/cm3, respectively. Cloud droplet
inorganic concentrations were approximated as if an aerosol particle of 297nm-diameter were
diluted to 10μm diameters with pure water, with initial concentrations based off of calculations
using the Extended AIM Aerosol Thermodynamics Model, E-AIM (91). Given the extremely
low resultant concentrations due to the extremely high amount of water compared to its original
‘seed’ form, activity coefficients were set to unity. Water concentration was approximated to be
55.6 mol/kg-H2O, that of pure water.
Photolysis reaction rates, tracked species and reactions, and all other aerosol properties were kept
identical to the diurnal build of GAMMA described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. Initial gasphase concentrations, emissions, and deposition rates were approximated using the rural and
urban conditions from CAPRAM 3.0 (89). As previous studies have indicated weak dependence
of SOA formation on ambient droplet relative humidity and temperature (36), these values were
kept constant over simulation. Formation and evolution of secondary species were tracked over
12 hours of daytime chemistry, followed by 12 hours of night-time chemistry. Aerosol pH and
relative humidity in aerosol mode ranged from 1-4 and 40%-80%, respectively.
Simulations of particles switching from deliquesced aerosol to cloud droplet regimes were made
by resetting aqueous-phase concentrations, activity coefficients, and particle diameters at set
points during simulation. Particles were tracked as aerosols for up to 6 hours, upon which they
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were converted to cloud droplets and allowed to continue reacting for a full diurnal cycle, ending
at 24 hours of total simulation time.
4.3. Results
4.3.1. Low-NOx conditions
Under low-NOx conditions, the initial conditions of the seed aerosol are expected to have a
profound effect on the amount and quantity of generated cwSOA. At higher ambient relative
humidities and seed aerosol pH values, organic acids (oxalic, glycolic, and acetic acids), as well
as glyoxal, comprise the majority of predicted cwSOA mass. Epoxide pathway species comprise
a smaller but relevant amount of mass in these systems, contributing via non-reactive uptake of
IEPOX. Formation of CVOC and acid species accelerate at higher pH and RH values, increasing
nearly a full order of magnitude between seed aerosol pH’s 1 and 4. Total estimated cwSOA
mass reaches as high as 9 μg/m3 air after 24 hours of simulation, showing similar diurnal trends
but slightly higher overall production than similar predictions by Chen et al., which estimate
~8.7 μg/m3 after 48 hours. (36)In low-pH seed aerosol systems, the higher H+ activities result in
fast production of IEPOX-derived organosulfates and tetrols, which subsequently dominate
predicted SOA mass (vis Figure 4-2). The accelerated formation of these epoxide substitution
products at low pH values, coupled with the high molecular weight of these species, results in
significant increase of total cwSOA under these conditions, despite the higher predicted amounts
of CVOC and acid compounds at higher seed aerosol pH.
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Figure 4-1 – Time dependence of different classes of cwSOA at RH 65%, pH4, under low NOx
cloud conditions. “IEPOX pathway” refers to aqueous-phase IEPOX, 2-methyltetrol, and 2methyltetrol sulfate ester. “Organic acids” is the sum of succinic, oxalic, formic, glyoxylic,
pyruvic, malonic, and glycolic acids and their ionized forms. “CVOC” refers to SOA from the
uptake of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, glycolaldehyde, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and other
aldehydes.

The total rate of cwSOA formation decelerates under nighttime conditions (simulated hours 1324), biasing slightly towards uptake of CVOC species. In the absence of radicals generated by
gas-phase photooxidation, the formation of organic acids via aqueous processing is predicted to
stop while uptake of CVOCs continues to occur, reflected by the slight increase of relative mass
contribution of these species after 12 hours of night-time chemistry. These processes are seen to
resume if simulations are run longer than 24 hours, and photochemistry is reintroduced. Nonphotolytic processes that generate organic acids, such as the formation of acetic and formic acid
via ozonolysis of first-generation isoprene oxidation products, continue to occur in night and
contribute to overall cwSOA mass through non-reactive, gas-aerosol partitioning.
Similarly, the drop in radical concentrations, as well as the lack of isoprene under nighttime
conditions, also results in a halt in the production of gas-phase IEPOX, subsequently leading to a
stabilization of aerosol-phase concentrations in conditions where IEPOX is relatively unreactive.
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Under low pH conditions, the acid-catalyzed production of organosulfate and tetrol species is
unaffected by day or nighttime conditions and reactive uptake of IEPOX pathway species into
the aerosol phase continues.

Figure 4-2 - GAMMA simulation results after 24 hours, low-NOx conditions, as a function of
relative humidity with a seed aerosol pH of 4 (Panels A and B) and as a function of pH with an
initial surrounding relative humidity of 65% (Panels C and D) after 12 hours of daytime
simulation (dotted lines) and 24 hours of day-to-night simulation (solid lines). Panels A and C
indicate total predicted formed cwSOA after simulated time. Panels B and D show relative
contributions of different classes of organic species to total cwSOA mass.
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4.3.2. High-NOx conditions
In urban, high-NOx conditions, IEPOX formation mechanisms are not expected to occur (51),
resulting in a predicted prevalence of glyoxal and organic acid species. Estimated cwSOA ranges
between 6-10 μg/m3 after 24 hours of simulation, depending on seed aerosol pH and ambient
relative humidity, also within general agreement with Chen et al, which estimated ~6.2 μg/m3
after 24 hours of simulation under similar conditions (36).

Figure 4-3 – Time dependence of different classes of cwSOA at RH 65%, pH4, under high NOx
conditions. “Epoxide pathways” refers to TOL_EPOX, XYL_EPOX, EPXC4DIAL, and
EPXMC4DIAL, as well as diols and diol sulfate esters formed from them. “Organic acids” is the
sum of succinic, oxalic, formic, glyoxylic, pyruvic, malonic, and glycolic acids and their ionized
forms. “CVOC” refers to SOA from the uptake of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, glycolaldehyde,
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and other aldehydes.

cwSOA mass contribution from epoxide species is nearly negligible under all conditions after 24
hours of simulation. These epoxide compounds, derived from the photochemistry of emitted gasphase aromatic VOCs, are seen to accumulate in the aerosol phase over day-time-hours via nonreactive uptake under higher-pH conditions. Upon entering the nighttime chemistry regime,
ozone that persists in the gas phase will continue to react with these epoxide species (forming a
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variety of CVOC and acid species), causing existent aerosol-phase epoxides to re-partition back
into the gas phase.

Figure 4-4 – GAMMA simulation results after 24 hours, high-NOx conditions, as a function of
relative humidity with a seed aerosol pH of 4 (Panels A and B) and as a function of pH with an
initial surrounding relative humidity of 65% (Panels C and D) after 12 hours of daytime
simulation (dotted lines) and 24 hours of day-to-night simulation (solid lines). Panels A and C
indicate total predicted formed cwSOA after simulated time. Panels B and D show relative
contributions of different classes of organic species to total cwSOA mass.
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Like in low-NOx mode, the diurnal cycling of OH radical-generating reactions is reflected in the
shifts of predicted relative abundances of acids and carbonylic species between night and day.
However, predicted total cwSOA formation rate remains roughly constant, regardless of
simulation time. Additionally, total organic mass is not expected to change significantly at
different ambient RH and seed aerosol pH values.
4.3.3. Cycling from aerosol to cloud conditions

Figure 4-5 - Relative aqSOA mass contributions of IEPOX pathway products, CVOC products,
and organic acid products when converted from aerosol to cloud droplet modes at 0 hours (solid
lines), 1 hour (dot-dash lines), and 6 hours (dotted line). Low NOx mode, RH 65%, pH4.

Under low-NOx conditions, it can be seen that aging particles in aerosol mode will lead to large
contributions from IEPOX pathway species. The mechanisms from which IEPOX products are
derived are highly dependent on the activity of H+ ions present in solution (108), and therefore
do not dominate cwSOA formation as it did with aqueous aerosol SOA (aaSOA). By contrast,
organic acids do not form in large quantities under aerosol conditions, and those that do are
different from the predominating species observed in cloud samples. If the initial aerosol is
sufficiently acidic to form tetrol and organosulfate substitution products, the production of these
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species will halt upon conversion to cloudwater concentrations due to the sudden decrease in
droplet-phase H+ activity, leading to equilibrium partitioning of IEPOX as the only source of
aqSOA mass via this pathway. Aqueous-phase CVOC species such as glyoxal are present in both
cloud and aerosol particles and will be generated in both regimes.
Simulated particles that initially spent at one hour or more in aerosol mode were not seen to form
organic acids upon conversion to cloud droplet chemistry. The beginning gas-phase chemistry
taking place under aerosol conditions preferentially leads to rapid formation of IEPOX from
isoprene, the most prevalent gas-phase precursor gas species at the beginning of simulation. This
formation leads to dampened OH radical concentration in both gas and aqueous phases compared
to cloud conditions, preventing further propagation of the radical species required to generate
organic acids from CVOC species. This radical depletion, coupled with the high contribution of
IEPOX to total aqSOA mass after as little as one hour of initial aerosol conditions, suggests that
the initial lifetime of these particles as deliquesced salt aerosols must be negligible compared to
their time as cloud droplets, to achieve the high organic acid content as predicted by GAMMA,
when operating in cloud chemistry mode only.
Under simulated urban (high NOx) conditions, the predicted ending droplet composition shows a
significantly weaker dependence on the duration of time spent as an aerosol compared to lowNOx systems. After the intial concentration perturbations caused by re-equilibration of gasaerosol partitioning of semi-volatile species, the relative contributions of reaction pathways to
overall aqSOA approach similar values after 24 hours of total simulation time, regardless of
duration as a seed aerosol. CVOC contributions remain wholly comprised of glyoxal at all
conditions. As a particle spends more time as a deliquesced aerosol versus a cloud droplet,
organic acid contributions shift slightly towards lower-weight compounds that are formed in the
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gas phase (formic and acetic acids), compared to larger species (oxalic acid and glycolic acid)
that form through aqueous-phase radical processing of CVOCs.

Figure 4-6 - Relative aqSOA mass contributions of epoxide pathway products, CVOC products,
and organic acid products when converted from aerosol to cloud droplet modes at 0 hours (solid
lines), 1 hour (dot-dash lines), and 6 hours (dotted line). High NOx mode, RH 65%, pH4.

4.3.4. Prediction of bulk aerosol property changes from cwSOA formation
Changes in surface tension and light absorbance due to SOA formation were estimated using
physical property modules described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. Composite light absorbance
was approximated as a linear combination of the specific absorbance values for methylglyoxal,
glyoxal, and acetaldehyde oligomers, as well as oxalic and pyruvic acid. Bulk surface tension
depression was estimated using Szyszkowski-Langmuir values for methylgloxal, formaldehyde,
oxalic acid, succinic acid, and acetaldehyde.
As the absolute concentrations of all organic compounds in cloud droplets are assumed to be low,
and therefore yield negligible results with respect to property changes, the effect of cloud droplet
chemistry on physical properties was examined by considering organic concentrations of a 10μm
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droplet that was allowed to react for a given time, then subsequently dried to a diameter of
297nm, assumed to be that of a deliquesced salt aerosol, as in Chapters 2 and 3.

Figure 4-7 – Total aerosol light absorbance as a function of wavelength and simulation time,
high-NOx mode, RH 65%, pH 4.

Despite this extra concentration effect, the predicted amount of surface-active cwSOA mass was
insufficient to appreciably affect total surface tension of aerosols under any RH and pH
conditions tested, for both high- and low-NOx conditions. The major contributors to surface
activity in these systems were oxalic acid and formaldehyde, with negligible predicted mass
formation of aqueous-phase succinic acid, methylglyoxal, and acetaldehyde.
The lower concentrations of NH4+ and H+ ions lead to slower formation of light-absorbing
glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and acetaldehyde oligomers compared to deliquesced aerosols, resulting
in a lower contribution of these species to total aerosol light absorbance, despite the large
concentrations of CVOCs present in the aerosol phase. The greater amounts of organic acids in
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predicted cwSOA also results in relevant light absorbance effects from tracked acids, though still
in significantly smaller values than in aerosol mode.
While oxalic acid is the more prevalent of the tracked acid species present in cwSOA, the higher
specific absorbance of pyruvic acid leads to a total aerosol absorbance spectrum closer to that of
pyruvic acid than oxalic acid. As this formation is not subject to the same photobleaching
phenomena observed for CVOC-derived oligomers, the total light absorbance of predicted
cwSOA is also not subject to the same diurnal dependence as aaSOA species, and will expect to
increase over the lifetime of the particle as additional acid species are evolved. Simulations that
switched between cloud droplet and aerosol modes yielded absorbance values between the two
individual regimes (Figure 4-7), and were mostly dependent on the formation of pyruvic acid in
total aqueous-phase organic mass.
4.4. Atmospheric Implications and suggestions for future work
The usage of GAMMA to predict cwSOA and aqSOA provide some insight on the importance of
initial aerosol pH and ambient relative humidity on evolved OA mass and composition. Under
low-NOx conditions, IEPOX mechanisms are seen to contribute significant amounts of SOA
mass in cloud droplets, owing to the relatively high molecular mass of these species. Under highNOx conditions, where IEPOX formation does not occur, prevailing cloud chemistry remains
consistent with previous modeling and experimental studies, with the added note that initial
lifetime as an aerosol does not strongly affect terminating cwSOA composition. The predictions
by GAMMA for less acidic cloud droplets show consistent diurnal dependence and estimated
cwSOA values compared to other kinetic models (27, 36). GAMMA’s initial emission and gasphase conditions are not specific to any particular location, but are expected to be most
comparable to environments where sulfate occupies a relevant portion of inorganic aerosol mass.
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Crahan and coworkers observed marine cloud-phase oxalate concentrations that were 0.14 μg/m3
air in excess of below-cloud measurements during the CARMA I campaign in California over
the summer of 2002, attributing this discrepancy to cloud droplet-phase processing of biogenic,
volatile precursor organics transported into measured areas (109). GAMMA is able to replicate
these values when scaled to the sulfate loading observed in this study, estimating cloud droplet
oxalate masses of 0.156 μg/m3 air after five days of simulated time as a cloud droplet in lowNOx mode at 65% RH and pH=4. The predicted differences in prevailing aerosol-phase SOA
chemistry in the cloud droplet and aerosol modes of GAMMA imply that the relative masses of
dominant products in total aqueous organic aerosol mass, aqSOA, can be used to infer
information about the amount of time an aerosol spends as a deliquesced salt or as a cloud
droplet. Under high-NOx conditions, the amount of formed light-absorbing organic acids can be
compared to glyoxal oligomers evolved via dark chemistry under deliquesced salt aerosol
conditions, as droplets that spend time in both regimes are expected to have absorption spectra
that lie between predicted values of the two modes individually. As mentioned, the ability for
IEPOX-derived substitution products to rapidly overtake total aqSOA mass for acidic aerosols in
low NOx conditions implies that the amount of time a cloud droplet spent as a deliquesced salt
aerosol over its entire lifetime must be extremely short.
The conversion between cloud and aerosol regimes in GAMMA is accomplished by altering
initial conditions while conserving gas and aerosol mass between iterations; as a result, the
activation and deactivation of particles is assumed to be instantaneous. While uptake of water is
assumed to be rapid and uninhibited under trace solute concentrations, this process is still
inherently kinetic and therefore can be expected to have a transient period between cloud droplet
and aerosol modes. The duration required to convert between the two regimes, extent of drying
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between cycles, and propensity to reactivate upon exposure to supersaturation, will change as the
aqSOA is formed. Under low-NOx conditions, the effects of IEPOX and derived tetrol or
organosulfate species are potentially relevant as they occupy a large fraction of aqSOA under
acidic conditions. However, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the physical properties of these
compounds have not been characterized and are therefore not represented in GAMMA.
Given the prevalence of glyoxal in the aqueous phase under both cloudwater and aerosol
conditions, its physical properties are especially important to properly represent its uptake and
overall effect on aqSOA composition. The effective Henry’s Law constant for glyoxal has been
observed to vary greatly between studies based on ambient temperature, RH, and aerosol liquid
water content (49, 110, 111). As the equilibrium between glyoxal and its hydrated states are
likely to shift between cloud and aerosol conditions, the value of H* is also expected to also
change, altering both extent and speed of partitioning as a particle converts from one mode to the
other.
With these caveats in mind, GAMMA can be used to provide some insight into the primary
mechanisms of SOA formation due to aqueous-phase processing in aerosols that exist in both
cloud and deliquesced salt particles. As more information about physical uptake paramters and
hydration mechanisms become available and subsequently implemented into GAMMA, the
effect of these organic species on gas-aerosol uptake, and consequently total aerosol composition,
will continue to be predicted more accurately.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF GAMMA
Earlier, Chapter 2 discussed some of the limitations and preliminary ideas of future work for
GAMMA, focusing on the IEPOX-based chemistry and obvious improvements to the library of
physical constants required to represent gas-aerosol uptake. We now discuss other long-term
directions that can be taken to further enhance the relevance, scope, and range of GAMMA in the
future.
5.1. simpleGAMMA - An abridged version of GAMMA for inter-model coupling
Results from GAMMA simulations indicate that, under low-NOx conditions, organosulfate and
aqueous-phase SOA formation is dominated by IEPOX ring-opening chemistry. In urban (highNOx) environments, aaSOA is primarily formed via reversible glyoxal uptake. This suggests that
it is possible to model the great majority of aqueous aerosol-phase SOA mass using a highly
simplified reaction scheme which is computationally efficient and suitable for coupling with
larger-scale atmospheric chemistry models.
We have therefore developed an abridged version of GAMMA, simpleGAMMA, which reduces
the total number of tracked aqueous species from ~75 to 5 and the number of species partitioning
between the gas and aqueous aerosol phases to 2 (glyoxal and IEPOX). The aqueous-phase
organic species followed by simpleGAMMA were chosen based on relative contributions to total
SOA mass predicted by the complete version of GAMMA after 12 hours of simulation.
The aqueous species tracked by simpleGAMMA are listed below:
Low-NOx:
o [IEPOX] – Isoprene-derived dihydroxyepoxide
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o [IEPOXOS] – Organosulfate species from sulfate nucleophilic substitution in
IEPOX
o [tetrol] –Tetrol species from nucleophilic hydration of IEPOX
o [GLYX] – Glyoxal.
High-NOx:
o [GLYX] – Glyoxal.
The gas phase mechanism of GAMMA has not been changed for simpleGAMMA, since it is
expected that gas-phase chemical composition fields will be adopted from the large-scale model
(CMAQ, Geos-CHEM, etc.) being interfaced with GAMMA.
General agreement (to within 40% of predicted SOA mass) between simpleGAMMA and the full
version of GAMMA described in Chapter 2 is observed under all conditions tested (between pH
1-4 and RH 40-80%), after 12 hours of simulation. Under low-NOx conditions, simpleGAMMA
consistently overestimates SOA mass formation compared to its complete version. This
discrepancy likely has to do with the CVOC and acid species that are formed and uptake into the
aqueous phase in the complete version of GAMMA; upon formation, these species drive down
the concentration of OH radicals in the gas phase, which are responsible for both the generation
and gas-phase decomposition of IEPOX. The apparent result is an increase in gas-phase IEPOX
at all times, which then results in over-predicted SOA mass. After 3 hours of simulation, the
relative contribution of this excess IEPOX drops to between 15-20% deviation from the
complete version of GAMMA (Figure 5-1), increasing with lower RH and pH values.
Conversely, under high-NOx conditions, the simplified build of GAMMA maintains nearly
perfect agreement to its complete version until roughly three hours into simulation (vis Figure
5-2). At this stage, glyoxal-derived radical species accumulate in the aqueous phase in the
complete version, and the lack of aqueous-phase oxidation chemistry introduces more error. As
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glyoxal soon becomes the dominant SOA species as the simulation continues, the discrepancy
between the two remains relatively constant as the total SOA mass builds. Deviation between the
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two versions maximizes at 24%, roughly 8 hours into simulation.
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Figure 5-1 - Comparison of low-NOx simpleGAMMA and the full low-NOx GAMMA, pH1,
RH45.
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Figure 5-2 - Comparison of high-NOx simpleGAMMA and the full high-NOx GAMMA, pH1,
RH80.
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5.2. Implementation of Other Organic Precursors
The gas-phase precursors currently tracked by GAMMA (acetylene, isoprene, toluene, and
xylenes) were chosen due to their ability to form water-soluble SOA and their presence in rural
or urban environments. In rural environments, non-oxidized biogenic volatile organic
compounds (BVOC) such as isoprene comprise the bulk of these precursors. As previously
mentioned, emissions of these species can reach up to 660 teragrams of carbon per year (20–22),
justifying their inclusion into GAMMA.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the formation of organosulfates is a particularly interesting branch of
aerosol-phase chemistry in these environments, due to their contributions to observed SOA mass
(52, 81, 112, 113) and potential effects on surface tension and cloud condensation nuclei
formation, due to their amphiphilic nature. In addition, “brown carbon” species, which include
nitrogen-containing or carbonyl-derived oligomeric compounds, have been shown to change the
light-absorbing properties of the aerosol in which they reside, therefore affecting their
contributed total direct radiative forcing effects to the atmosphere. We now discuss potential
avenues of future development to GAMMA, based upon their prominence in the atmosphere as a
whole, and the relevance of their chemistry to aqueous aerosols.
5.2.1. Low-weight Biogenic Oxidized VOCs
Apart from isoprene, oxidized BVOCs (such as aldehydes, alcohols, or ketones) can also be
directly emitted into the atmosphere, in smaller but still significant quantities. (114, 115)
Collective global emission rates are predicted to be as high as 22% of the total biogenic
compounds emitted annually. (22)
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Figure 5-3 – Molecular structures of isoprene and 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (MBO).

One such compound, 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (MBO), is very similar in structure to that of
isoprene (Figure 5-3). MBO has been seen to form many photo-oxidation products similar to
those produced by isoprene under low and high-NOx conditions. (116, 117) It has also recently
been proposed by Chan et al. that MBO undergoes epoxide formation mechanisms analogous to
those that evolve IEPOX from isoprene, suggesting the formation of potentially surface-relevant
organosulfate compounds. (118)

Figure 5-4 - Comparison of data from Chan 2009 (data points) to GAMMA simulations (solid
line), for MBO photo-oxidation under similar high-NOx conditions.
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While global emission rates of MBO are generally seen as negligible compared to isoprene,
observations in the western United States also indicate that local emissions of MBO can often
match or surpass isoprene during the summer (119). Therefore, it is necessary to implement this
branch of chemistry into GAMMA to maintain proper accounting of gas-phase OH (and
subsequently prevailing gas-phase photochemistry under those conditions.)
Preliminary work to implement gas-phase oxidation mechanisms of MBO into GAMMA is able
to replicate gas-phase chemistry observed in laboratory chamber studies within an order of
magnitude. These reactions can be added or removed from GAMMA’s main library of reactions
to minimize computational load, if these precursors are not a major source under the conditions
being tested.
5.2.2. Monoterpenes
Monoterpenes, a class of organic molecules defined by their general structure of two linked
isoprene backbones, also exist in large quantities in the atmosphere, collectively reaching
emission rates on the same order of magnitude as isoprene, as high as 127 teragrams of carbon
per year. (20, 22) The most common of the monoterpenes, α-pinene, readily converts to α–pinene
oxide (αPO) when exposed to gas-phase oxidants (OH/HO2 radicals, ozone, etc.) αPO, as an
epoxide species, also has the potential to form organosulfate or diol compounds under acidic
conditions. (40, 43, 47, 107, 120, 121)
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Figure 5-5 - Molecular structure of alpha-pinene oxide.

The low O:C ratio of αPO and other terpene-derived species suggests that uptake of such species
may lead to the formation of a second, organic-rich liquid phase, rather than dissolution into
aerosol water. Work by our own group observed self-limiting uptake of αPO in chamber studies,
with liquid-liquid phase separation between αPO and sulfate in bulk solution mimics. (122)
Special care must therefore be taken when considering the applicability of monoterpene
oxidation products in aqueous aerosols; the solubility limit for these species is significantly
lower compared to that of isoprene-derived products, and as such will be more prone to yielding
predicted aqueous concentrations that are not realistic. That said, the formation of terpenederived organosulfate species has been shown to be dependent on total aerosol acidity, with
negligible uptake except under extremely acidic (pH < 1) aerosol conditions, (39, 40, 43, 120,
122) so it is possible that this concentration limit will not be reached under normal atmospheric
conditions. As high bulk concentrations are not necessary for surfactant species to affect net
aerosol properties, (38) the aqueous chemistry taking place may still be in teresting
regardless of its accuracy as predicted by GAMMA’s current surface tension modules.
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5.3. Mechanisms of Future Interest
Due to the largely bottom-up design to GAMMA’s modeled gas- and aerosol-phase chemistry,
the accuracy of its prediction of aaSOA and aqSOA mass is dependent on the ability of
implemented mechanisms to properly represent the dominating chemistry taking place in the
environment being tested. This accuracy is dependent on two factors: the ability of GAMMA to
track prevailing observed species in the tested environment, and the existing library of modeled
reactions compiled within GAMMA itself. We now discuss some preliminary work that has been
done on both of these fronts, and suggest new directions that can be taken to improve the
accuracy and robustness of GAMMA on a whole.
5.3.1. Phenolic Chemistry
Partially oxygenated VOCs can also be emitted into the atmosphere through anthropogenic
sources, such as combustion. The vast majority of OA mass generated through combustion
mechanisms arises from biomass burning such as residential wood burning or deforestation. (123)
Aerosol formation of these gas-phase combustion species may be of relevance as local
concentrations are likely to surpass otherwise prevailing organic emissions during major biomass
burning events in rural areas. It is desirable to capture relevant chemistry within GAMMA’s
library of reactions, particularly if water-soluble oxidation products are generated in significant
quantities.
Phenols and methoxyphenols are major pyrolysis products of lignin (a central component of
plant tissue), comprising as much as 21% and 45% of total OA in samples of collected wood
smoke particulate matter, respectively. (124) These species can also arise from photooxidation of
other gas-phase aromatic compounds. (125)
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Exposure to radicals in both the gas and aqueous phase can lead to ring opening or cleavage
reactions, resulting in a host of several semi-volatile products. Previous work with smog
chamber photooxidation of guaiacol and catechol resulted in observed concentrations of lactones,
esters, carboxylic acids, and carboxylic anhydride-containing species, (126, 127) several of
which already exist in GAMMA (eg. Pyruvic acid and glyoxal). Reactivity appears to increase
with the addition of methoxy groups, making syringol a more likely candidate for interesting
aerosol-phase chemistry compared to guaiacol or phenol; however, all of the mentioned species
have the ability to form epoxide species upon ring opening, thus making them attractive as
possible candidates for organosulfate formation. (127) Other studies with similar oxidized
aromatic species have observed rearrangement and isomerization products.(125, 128, 129)
Furthermore, oligomerization reactions are also possible with these species under photolytic
conditions, with cleaved methoxy groups breaking off to form formic and oxalic acids. (130)
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Figure 5-6 - Molecular structures of phenol and methoxyphenols.

While several oxidation products of phenolic species have been identified, limited kinetic
information exists for many of these oxidation mechanisms. As more data with these
mechanisms becomes available, this branch of chemistry will be a high-interest target for
implementation into GAMMA.
5.3.2. Photosensitizers
As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 3, carbonyl containing compounds such as glyoxal and
methylglyoxal have the ability to form light-absorbing compounds once absorbed into aerosol
phase. Previous work from several groups, including our own, has indicated the presence of
nitrogen containing compounds arising from organic uptake onto ammonium salt aerosols. (6, 49,
106, 131)
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Figure 5-7 - Glyoxal can react with ammonium ions to form light-absorbing, nitrogencontaining compounds such as imidazoles. (Mechanisms from Yu 2011 and Kampf 2012, figure
modified from Aregahegn 2013.)

These light-absorbing compounds are expected to be forming from ammonium ion interactions
with dicarbonyl compounds; Galloway and coworkers first discovered imidazole-2carboxaldehyde as a product of glyoxal in ammonium sulfate (49), which was later expanded
upon by Yu to include imidazole and glyoxal-substituted imidazole derivatives. (106) These
compounds are absorptive at 280nm, consistent with aged aerosol mimic studies performed by
our group. (4, 6) These imidazole compounds are photosensitizing species, reversibly forming
radicals and facilitating further aerosol-phase chemistry under irradiated conditions.
Experimental work by Aregahegn indicates increased SOA mass accumulation of SOA derived
from several terpene and aromatic precursor gases in the presence of these imidazole species,
biasing towards unsaturated tertiary carbons. (132)
Currently, GAMMA does not cover this family of reactions, instead lumping light-absorbing
products of glyoxal, methylglyoxal, and aldehyde species into a single proxy term with
absorption properties based upon work by our group and Noziére et al. (5, 6, 76) As the
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photosensitizing behavior of imidazole species is not properly represented in GAMMA,
implementing the kinetics of these reactions will be beneficial for more accurate accounting of
both glyoxal-derived SOA products, as well as the mechanisms that are boosted by the presence
of these photosensitizing species.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 – Detailed GAMMA Mechanism Information
Table A-1 – List of gas-phase species in GAMMA
Species Name

GAMMA Codifier

Acetic Acid
Acetaldehyde, higher order
aldehydes
Higher order acyl peroxy
nitrates
Aromatic ketones from aromatic
oxidation
Acetylene
Acetyl peroxy radical
Methoxy radical
Methyl hydrogen peroxide
Methanol
Methyl peroxy radical
Carbon Monoxide
Cresol
Unsaturated dicarbonyls
Dihydroxybutanone nitrate
2,4-dihydroxy-2-methyl-3oxobutanal
Dibble peroxy radical
C4-epoxy dials
Methyl C4-epoxy dials
Ethanal Nitrate
Peroxyradicals from ketone
photolysis
Formaldehyde
Formic Acid
Furanones
from
aromatic
oxidation
Glyoxylic Acid
Glycolaldehyde
Glycolic Acid
Glyoxal
Hydrogen Peroxide

[ACETIC] (gas)
[ALD] (gas)

Index
Lo
Hi
55
23
112 61

[APN] (gas)

132

66

[AROMATIC_KETONES]
(gas)
[C2H2] (gas)
[CH3CO3] (gas)
[CH3O] (gas)
[CH3O2H] (gas)
[CH3OH] (gas)
[CH3OO] (gas)
[CO] (gas)
[CSL] (gas)
[DCB] (gas)
[DHBN] (gas)
[DHMOB] (gas)

139

56

110
94
114
118
117
96
12
128
119

52
26

Molecular
Formula
C2H4O2
C2H4O

160
159
28
12
54

C2H2
C2H3O3
CH3O
CH4O2
CH4O
CH3O2
CO
C7H8O

45
41

C4H9NO7
C5H8O4
C5H9O4
C4H4O3
C5H5O3
C2H3NO4

136

40
63
76
48
64

[FORM] (gas)
[FORMIC] (gas)
[FURANONES] (gas)

15
16
138

15
16
55

CH2O
CH2O2

[GLYAC] (gas)
[GLYC] (gas)
[GLYCAC] (gas)
[GLYX] (gas)
[H2O2] (gas)

52
9
51
10
13

20
9
19
10
13

C2H2O3
C2H4O2
C2H4O3
C2H2O2
H2O2

[DIBOO] (gas)
[EPXC4DIAL] (gas)
[EPXC4MDIAL] (gas)
[ETHLN] (gas)
[ETHP] (gas)

91

143
144

Hydroxy acetone
Peroxyradicals from OP2, OH
C4 alkanes
4-hydroxy-2-methyl-but-2-enal
4-hydroxy-2-methyl-but-2-enal
peroxy radical
Nitric Acid
Pernitric Acid
Hydroperoxyl radical
Nitrous Acid
Isoprene-derived
dihydroxy
epoxide
IEPOX-derived peroxyradical
Isoprene
Isoprene nitrate
Isoprene nitrate
Peroxyradicals
formed via
ISOPNb
Peroxyradicals
formed via
ISOPNd
Isoprene hydroxy hydroperoxyl
radical
Isoprene
hydroxy
hydroperoxide
Misc. ketones (Lim)
Peroxyradicals from ketones
Methacrolein peroxy radical
Methacrolein
Methacrolein nitrate
Dimethyl
phenols
(methylcresols)
Methylfuran
Methylglyoxal
2-methyl-4-oxobut-2-enoic acid
Peroxyradicals formed from
MOBA
Methyl vinyl ketone
Methyl vinyl ketone nitrate
Methyl vinyl ketone peroxy
radical
Dinitrogen pentoxide
Nitrogen monoxide radical

[HAC] (gas)
[HC3P] (gas)
[HC4] (gas)
[HC5] (gas)
[HC5OO] (gas)

17
126

[HNO3] (gas)
[HNO4] (gas)
[HO2] (gas)
[HONO] (gas)
[IEPOX] (gas)

102
104
3
103
7

[IEPOXOO] (gas)
[ISOP] (gas)
[ISOPNb] (gas)
[ISOPNd] (gas)
[ISOPNOOb] (gas)

8
1

18
97

[ISOPNOOd] (gas)
[ISOPOO] (gas)

2

[ISOPOOH] (gas)

4

[KET] (gas)
[KETP] (gas)
[MACP] (gas)
[MACR] (gas)
[MACRN] (gas)
[MCSL] (gas)

116
124
93
5

[MF] (gas)
[MGLY] (gas)
[MOBA] (gas)
[MOBAOO] (gas)

141

11

17
69
43
18
29

C3H6O2

34
36
3
35

HNO3
HNO4
HO2
HNO2
C5H10O3

1
7
4
49

C5H10O5
C5H10
C5H9NO4
C5H9NO4
C5H9O7

44

C5H9O7

2

C5H9O3
C5H10O3

72
71
25
5
50
74

C4H5O3
C4H6O
C4H7NO5

8
11
42
51

C5H6O
C3H4O2
C5H6O3
C5H5O5
C4H56O
C4H7NO5
C4H5O3
N2O5
NO

[MVK] (gas)
[MVKN] (gas)
[MVKP] (gas)

6
95

6
47
27

[N2O5] (gas)
[NO] (gas)

101
98

33
30

92

C4H10
C5H8O2
C5H7O4

Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrate radical
1D oxygen atom
Ozone
3P oxygen atom
Hydroxide Radical
Internal alkenes
Peroxyradicals from internal
alkenes
Terminal alkenes (values for 1butene)
Peroxyradicals from terminal
alkenes
Organonitrates
Higher order peroxides (values
for 1-butene-OO)
Oxalic Acid
Peroxyacetyl nitrate
Polyfunctional aromatic species

[NO2] (gas)
[NO3] (gas)
[O1D] (gas)
[O3] (gas)
[O3P] (gas)
[OH] (gas)
[OLI] (gas)
[OLIP] (gas)

99
100
106
105
107
14
120
123

31
32
38
37
39
14

NO2
NO3
O
O3
O
OH

[OLT] (gas)

111

60

C4H8

[OLTP] (gas)

122

68

C4H8O2

[ONIT] (gas)
[OP2] (gas)

137
113

70
62

C4H8O2

54
121
142

22
65
59

C2H2O4
C2H3NO5

53
56
125

46
21
24
67

C3H5NO4
C3H4O3
SO2

127
130
140

53
57
58

C7H8

115

C4H8

73
75

C8H10

[OXLAC] (gas)
[PAN] (gas)
[POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC]
(gas)
Propanone nitrate
[PROPNN] (gas)
Pyruvic Acid
[PYRAC] (gas)
Sulfur Dioxide
[SO2] (gas)
Peroxyradicals from dicarbonyl [TCO3] (gas)
photolysis
Toluene
[TOL] (gas)
Toluene-based epoxides
[TOL_EPOX] (gas)
Unsaturated aldehydes from [UNSAT_ALDEHYDES] (gas)
aromatic oxidation
Order peroxides (Lim) (values [XO2] (gas)
for 1-butene-OO)
Xylenes
[XYL] (gas)
Xylene-based epoxides
[XYL_EPOX] (gas)

93

129
131

Table A-2 – List of aqueous-phase species in GAMMA
Species Name

GAMMA Codifier
[ALD] (aq)

Index
Lo Hi
133 151

Molecular
Formula
C2H4O

Acetaldehyde,
higher-order
aldehydes
Bisulfate ion
Hydroxymethyl radical
Acetate ion
Acetic Acid
Methyl hydroperoxide
Methanol
Hydrated formaldehyde radical
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide
Carbon dioxide anion
Carbonate radical
Carbonate (II) ion
Carboxyl radical
C4-epoxy dial derived diols
C4-epoxy
dial
derived
organosulfates
C4-epoxy dials
Methyl C4-epoxy dial-derived
diols
Methyl C4-epoxy dial-derived
organosulfates
Methyl C4-epoxy dial
Formaldehyde
Formic acid
Formate ion
Glyoxylic acid
Glyoxylate ion
Glyoxylic
acid
derived
organosulfates
Glyoxylic acid radical
Glyoxylate radical
Glyoxalic acid peroxy radical
Glyoxalate peroxy radical
Glycolaldehyde
Glycolic Acid
Glycolate ion
Glyoxylic
acid-derived

[BISULFATE] (aq)
[CH2OH] (aq)
[CH3CO2-] (aq)
[CH3CO2H] (aq)
[CH3O2H] (aq)
[CH3OH] (aq)
[CHOHOH] (aq)
[CO] (aq)
[CO2] (aq)
[CO2-] (aq)
[CO3-] (aq)
[CO3--] (aq)
[COOH] (aq)
[EPXC4DIAL diol] (aq)
[EPXC4DIAL OS] (aq)

35
83
50
49
135
134
72
85
57
86
91
90
78
149
150

92
132
105
104
162
161
121
134
135
140
139
127
149
150

HO4S
CH3O
C2H3O2
C2H4O2
CH4O2
CH4O
CH3O2
CO
CO2
CO2
CO3
CO3
CHO2
C4H6O4
C4H6O7S

[EPXC4DIAL] (aq)
[EPXC4MDIAL diol] (aq)

148
155

148
157

C4H4O3
C5H8O4

[EPXC4MDIAL OS] (aq)

156

158

C5H8O7S

[EPXC4MDIAL] (aq)
[FORM] (aq)
[FORMIC] (aq)
[FORMIC-] (aq)
[GLYAC] (aq)
[GLYAC-] (aq)
[GLYACOS] (aq)

154
28
43
44
29
31
39

156
85
98
99
86
88
96

C5H6O3
CH2O
CH2O2
CHO2
C2H2O3
C2HO3
C2H2O7S

[GLYACR] (aq)
[GLYACR-] (aq)
[GLYACRO2] (aq)
[GLYACRO2-] (aq)
[GLYC] (aq)
[GLYCAC] (aq)
[GLYCAC-] (aq)
[GLYCACOS] (aq)

61
62
87
88
23
45
46
69

110
111
136
137
80
100
101
118

C2HO3
C2O3
C2HO5
C2H5
C2H4O2
C2H4O3
C2H3O3
C2H4O7S

94

organosulfates
Glycolic acid radical
Glycolate radical
Glycolic acid peroxy radical
Glycolaldehyde-derived
organosulfates
Glycolaldehyde radical 1
Glycolaldehyde peroxy radical
1
Glycolaldehyde radical 2
Glycolaldehyde peroxy radical
2
Glyoxal-derived organosulfates
Glyoxal radical
Glyoxal peroxy radical
Glyoxal
Hydrogen peroxide
Sulfuric acid
Bicarbonate (I) ion
Hydroperoxyl radical
Bisulfate radical
Isoprene-derived
dihydroxy
epoxide
IEPOX-derived organosulfates
Isoprene
Methacrolein
Malonic acid
Malonic acid radical
Malonic acid peroxy radical
Methylglyoxal
Methyl vinyl ketone
Nitrite (I) ion
Nitrate (I) ion
Superoxide
Hydroxide radical
Oxalic acid
Oxalate (I) ion
Oxalate (II) ion
Light-absorbing
aldehyde
derived oligmers
Light-absorbing poly-glyoxal
oligomers

[GLYCACR] (aq)
[GLYCACR-] (aq)
[GLYCACRO2] (aq)
[GLYCOS] (aq)

65
66
84
68

114
115
133
117

C2H3O3
C2H2O3
C2H3O5
C2H4O6S

[GLYCR1] (aq)
[GLYCR1O2] (aq)

63
81

112
130

C2H3O2
C2H3O4

[GLYCR2] (aq)
[GLYCR2O2] (aq)

64
82

113
131

C2H3O2
C2H3O4

[GLYOS] (aq)
[GLYR] (aq)
[GLYRO2] (aq)
[GLYX] (aq)
[H2O2] (aq)
[H2SO4] (aq)
[HCO3-] (aq)
[HO2] (aq)
[HSO4rad] (aq)
[IEPOX] (aq)

67
60
71
24
26
38
89
19
58
22

116
109
120
81
83
95
138
77
107

C2H2O6S
C2H5O4
C2H5O6
C2H2O2
H2O2
H2O4S
CHO3
HO2
HO4S
C5H10O3

[IEPOXOS] (aq)
[ISOP] (aq)
[MACR] (aq)
[MALONIC] (aq)
[MArad] (aq)
[MAradO2] (aq)
[MGLY] (aq)
[MVK] (aq)
[NO2-] (aq)
[NO3-] (aq)
[O2-] (aq)
[OH] (aq)
[OXLAC] (aq)
[OXLAC-] (aq)
[OXLAC--] (aq)
[Pald] (aq)

41
59
20
73
76
77
25
21
109
108
34
27
30
32
33
152

108
78
122
125
126
82
79
143
142
91
84
87
89
90
158

[Pgly] (aq)

40

97

95

C5H12O7S
C5H10
C4H6O
C3H4O4
C3H3O4
C3H3O6
C3H3O6
C4H6O
NO2
NO3
O2
HO
C2H2O4
C2HO4
C2O4

Light-absorbing
polymethylglyoxal oligomers
Pyruvic acid
Pyruvate ion
Succinic acid radical
Succinic acid peroxy radical
Sulfur dioxide
Sulfate radical
Succinic acid
Sulfate ion
2-Methyl tetrol
Toluene-based epoxide-derived
diols
Toluene-based epoxide-derived
organosulfates
Toluene-based epoxides
Unsaturated aldehydes
Malonic acid oxidation products
Xylene-based epoxide-derived
diols
Xylene-based epoxide-derived
organosulfates
Xylene-based epoxides
Succinic
acid
oxidation
products

[Pmgly] (aq)

92

141

[PYRAC] (aq)
[PYRAC-] (aq)
[SArad] (aq)
[SAradO2] (aq)
[SO2] (aq)
[SO4-] (aq)
[SUCCINIC] (aq)
[SULFATE] (aq)
[tetrol] (aq)
[TOL_EPOX diol] (aq)

47
48
74
75

102
103
123
124
106
94
119
93

[TOL_EPOX OS] (aq)

145

C3H4O3
C3H3O3
C4H5O4
C4H5O6
O2S
O4S
C4H6O4
O4S
C5H12O4
C7H8O4

147

146

C7H8O7S

[TOL_EPOX] (aq)
[unsaturated_aldehydes] (aq)
[X] (aq)
[XYL_EPOX diol] (aq)

145
157
79
152

144
147
128
154

C7H6O3

[XYL_EPOX OS] (aq)

153

155

C8H12O7S

[XYL_EPOX] (aq)
[Y] (aq)

151
80

153
129

C8H10O3

37
70
36
42
146

C8H12O4

Table A-3 – Effective Henry’s Law constants (H*) and accommodation coefficients (α)
Species
HO2

H* (M/atm)
(

) (
(

MACR
MVK
IEPOX
GLYC
GLYX
MGLY
H2O2
OH
FORM
FORMIC

6.5
41
1.9e7
4.14e4
1e8
3.71e3
exp(6621/T-11.0)
29.7
2.97e3
5530

96

)

α
1

Reference
(64, 133)

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.11
0.05
0.02
0.012

(134) a
(134) a
(81) a
(27, 135) g
(89, 136)
(27, 135) g
(89, 137)
(89, 138)
(89, 135)
(89, 139,
140)

)

GLYCAC
GLYAC
PYRAC

2.83e4
1e4
exp(-4.41706+5087.92/T)

0.019
0.019
0.019

(27, 141) b
(27, 141) b
(27, 139) b

OXLAC

5e8

0.019

(27, 142) b

ACETIC

5500

0.019

CO2
CH3OH

4.58e-2
220

2e-4
0.015

CH3OOH

300

0.0038

ISOP
N2O5

0.028
1.4e10

1e-4
0.005

HNO3

2.1e5

0.2

HONO

50

0.0028

(89, 139,
140)
(89, 143)
(89, 140,
144)
(89, 140,
144)
(144)a
(27, 78,
145)
(89, 146,
147)
(89, 138,
148)
(89) c
(149) a,d
(149) a,e
(22) a,d
(89, 135)f
(149) a,d
(149) a,d

HNO4
1e5
0.2
TOL_EPOX
2.5e5
0.02
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES 2.5e4
0.02
EPXC4DIAL
1.4e5
0.02
ALD
11.4
0.03
XYL_EPOX
1.09e5
0.02
EPXC4MDIAL
2.478e4
0.02
a. Estimated accommodation coefficient
b. Assume accommodation coefficient same as acetic acid
c. Assume accommodation coefficient same as HNO3
d. Henry’s law constant estimated using SPARC (149)
e. Henry’s law constant estimated based on O=CC=CC(=O)C using SPARC (149)
f. Henry’s law, accommodation coefficient values for acetaldehyde.
g. Assume accommodation coefficient same as glyoxal
Table A-4- Gas-phase photolysis reactions
Reaction

k (s-1) a

H2O2 + hn → 2 OH
O3 + hn → O1D + O2
O3 + hn → O3P + O2
NO2 + hn → NO + O3P
NO3 + hn → NO2 + O3P
NO3 + hn → NO + O2
HNO3 + hn → NO2 + OH
HONO + hn → NO + OH

7.66e-6
3.55e-5
2.08e-4
8.79e-3
1.53e-1
2.21e-2
6.56e-7
1.95e-3
97

Noteb

N2O5 + hn → NO2 + NO3
2.54e-5
FORM + hn → H2 + CO
4.85e-5
FORM + hn → 2 HO2 + CO
3.16e-5
c
GLYX + hn → 0.13 FORM + 1.87 CO
5.55e-5
c
GLYX + hn → 0.45 FORM + 1.55 CO + 0.80 HO2
2.71e-5
c
MGLY + hn → CH3CO3 + CO + HO2
1.24e-4
c
GLYC + hn → FORM + CO + 2 HO2
1.93e-5
c
ALD + hn → CH3OO + HO2 + CO
4.62e-6
c, d
HC5 + hn → CH3CO3 + GLYC + HO2 + CO
8.30e-6
HC5 + hn → OP2 + HO2
8.30e-6
MACR + hn → 1.65 CO + HO2 + 0.35 CH3CO3 + FORM + 0.65 CH3OO 8.30e-6
e
MACR + hn → OP2 + HO2
8.30e-6
MVK + hn → 0.5 CH3CO3 + 0.5 HCHO + 0.5 HO2 + CO + 0.5C3H6
2.68e-5
HAC + hn → CH3CO3 + HCHO + HO2
3.83e-6
OP2 + hn → ALD + HO2 + OH
9.26e-6
KET + hn → CH3CO3 + ETHP
1.40e-6
DCB + hn → 0.98HO2 + TCO3 + 0.02CH3CO3
6.04e-4
L
organic nitrates (ISOPNd+ISOPNb+ISOPNOOd+DHBN+PROPNN+
1.47e-6
MVKN+ETHLN+ISOPNOOb+MACRN+ONIT) + hn → 0.2 ALD + 0.8
KET + HO2 + NO2
MOBA + hn → GLYAC + HO2 + CO +CH3O2
8.30e-6
H
TOL_EPOX + hn → 0.5 EPXC4DIAL + 0.5 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.5 8.8e-4
f
CH3CO3 + CO + HO2
EPXC4DIAL + hn → ALD + CO + HO2
1.07e-4
f
XYL_EPOX + hn → 0.5 EPXC4MDIAL + 0.5 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES +
8.8e-4
f
0.5 CH3CO3 + CO + HO2
EPXC4MDIAL + hn → ALD + CO + HO2
1.07e-4
f
a. Maximum (noon) photolysis rate calculated following Saunders et al. (2003) for June 21,
Atlanta, GA (SZA = 13.5) listed. Sinusoidal dependence on time of day assumed.
b. L = Low-NOx scheme only, H = high-NOx scheme only
c. Products from Lim et al. (2005)
d. Rate for acetaldehyde
e. Assuming fast decomposition of peroxy radical intermediate
f. Condensed from the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM)
Table A-5 – Aqueous-phase photolysis reactions
Reaction

ka (s-1) a

Reference

H2O2 + hn → 2 OH 3.77e-6
(27, 137)
a. Maximum (noon) photolysis rate from reference is listed. Sinusoidal dependence on time of
day assumed.
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Table A-6 – Aqueous-phase equilibrium reactions
Reaction
HO2 ↔ H+ + O2GLYAC ↔ GLYAC- + H+
OXLAC ↔ OXLAC- + H+
OXLAC- ↔ OXLAC-- + H+
H2SO4 ↔ bisulfate + H+
bisulfate ↔ sulfate + H+
FORMIC ↔ FORMIC- + H+
GLYCAC ↔ GLYCAC- + H+
ACETIC ↔ ACETIC- + H+
PYRAC ↔ PYRAC- + H+
CO2 + H2O ↔ H+ + HCO3HCO3- ↔ H+ + CO3-2

ka (M1-n s-1)
8e5
6.94e6
2.835e9
2.71e6
5e13
1.02e9
8.85e6
6.94e6
8.75e5
6.4e7
5.6e4
5e10

kr (M1-n s-1)
5e10
2e10
5e10
5e10
5e10
1e11
5e10
2e10
5e10
2e10
0.024
2.345

Ref.
(27, 150)
(89)
(89)
(89)
(89)
(89)
(27, 150)
(27)
(89)
(27)
(27, 145)
(89)

Table A-7 – Gas-phase thermal reactions
Reaction

k ((molec cm-3)1-n s-1)

Ref.

Note
a

O1D + N2 → O3P + N2
O1D + O2 → O3P + O2
O3P + O2 + M → O3 + M
O1D + H2O → 2OH
O3 + OH → HO2 + O2
O3 + HO2 → OH + 2O2
NO + OH (+M) → HONO(+M)
O3 + NO → NO2 + O2
O3 + NO2 → NO3 + O2
NO + NO3 → 2 NO2
NO2 + NO3 (+M) → N2O5(+M)
N2O5(+M) → NO2 + NO3 (+M)
NO2 + OH (+M)→ HNO3(+M)
NO2 + HO2 (+M) → HNO4(+M)
HNO4 (+M)→ NO2 + HO2(+M)
CO + OH → CO2 + HO2
HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2

H2O2 + OH → HO2 + H2O
HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH
HO2 + OH → H2O + O2
SO2 + OH → SO3 + HO2

1.8e-11*exp(100/T)
3.2e-11*exp(70/T)
6e-34*(T/300)^(-2.3)
2.2e-10
1.6e-12*exp(-940/T)
1.1e-14*exp(-500/T)
7.6e-12
2e-12*exp(-1400/T)
1.2e-13*exp(-2450/T)
1.5e-11*exp(170/T)
1.3e-12
6.8e-2*exp(-11080/T)
9.7e-12
1.5e-12
7.7e-12*exp(-10420/T)
1.5e-13
2.3e-13*exp(600/T) +
1.7e33*2.46e19*298.15/T*exp
(1000/T)
2.9e-12*exp(-160/T)
3.5e-12*exp(250/T)
4.8e-11*exp(250/T)
4.8e-13
99

(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 150)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)
(27, 150)
(15, 27)
(15, 27)

(27, 151)
(15)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)

ISOP + OH → ISOPOO
ISOPOOH + OH → IEPOX + OH
ISOPOOH + OH → 0.7 ISOPOO + 0.3 HC5
+ 0.3 OH
IEPOX + OH → IEPOXOO
FORM + OH → HO2 + CO + H2O
FORMIC + OH → HO2 + CO2 + H2O
GLYX + OH → HO2 + 2CO + H2O
MGLY + OH → CH3CO3 + CO + H2O
MACR + OH → 0.47 MACP + 0.53
CH3CO3
MVK + OH → MVKP
GLYC + OH → 0.71 FORM + 0.16
FORMIC + 0.35 CO2 + 0.52 CO + 0.13
GLYX +
0.75 HO2 + 0.25 OH
HAC + OH → 0.75 MGLY + 0.825 HO2 +
0.125 FORMIC + 0.1 OH + 0.125 CH3OO +
0.20 CO2 + 0.05 CO + 0.125 ACETIC
HC5 + OH → HC5OO
GLYC + OH → GLYX + HO2
C2H2 + OH → GLYX + OH
C2H2 + OH → FORMIC + CO + HO2
CH4 + OH → CH3OO + H2O
ALD + OH → CH3CO3 + H2O
CH3OH + OH → FORM + HO2 + H2O
CH3O2H + OH → 0.3 FORM + 0.3 OH +
0.7 CH3OO + H2O
ACETIC, GLYCAC, GLYAC, PYRAC +
OH → CH3OO
OLT + OH → OLTP
OP2 + OH → 0.5 HC3P + 0.5 ALD + 0.5
OH
OLI + OH → OLIP
KET + OH → KETP + H2O
DCB + OH → TCO3 + H2O
DHMOB + OH → 1.5 CO + 0.5 HO2+ 0.5
HAC + 0.5 HC4
MOBA + OH → MOBAOO
TOL + OH → 0.20 CSL + 0.238 GLYX +
0.238 MGLY + 0.198 TOL_FURANONES
+ 0.106 AROMATIC_KETONES + 0.20
TOL_EPOX + 0.277
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES
XYL + OH → 0.937 HO2 +

2.7e-11*exp(390/T)
1.9e-11*exp(390/T)
0.38e-11*exp(200/T)

(51, 152)
(51)
(51)

5.78e-11*exp(-400/T)
1.20e-14*T*exp(287/T)
4.5e-13
11.4e-12
17.2e-12
2.95e-11

(51)
(15)
(15)
(15)
(15)
(51)

1.75e-11
0.8e-11

(51)
(51)

0.6e-11

(51)

11e-11
2.5e-12
8.8e-13*0.636
8.8e-13*0.364
2.45e-12*exp(-1775/T)
6.87e-12*exp(256/T)
6.7e-12*exp(-600/T)
3.8e-12*exp(200/T)

(51)
(153)
(154)
(154)
(27, 151)
(155)
(27, 151)
(27, 151)

4e-13*exp(200/T)

(27, 151)

5.32e-12*exp(504/T)
1e-11

(27, 156)
(27, 156)

1.07e-11*exp(549/T)
1.2e-11*exp(-745/T)
2.8e-11
1e-11

(27, 156)
(27, 156)
(27, 156)
(152)

L

0.3e-11
1.81e-12*exp(338/T)

(152)
(74, 157)

H

1.43e-11

(60)

c
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L
L
L

L
H

0.09 AROMATIC_KETONES + 0.16 MCSL
+ 0.09 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.21 XYL_EPOX +
0.317 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.247
GLYX + 0.14 MGLY + 0.07 FURANONES
CSL + OH → 0.13 GLYX + 0.13
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.93 HO2 +
0.86 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.68 NO2
CSL + OH → 0.13 GLYX + 0.13
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.93 HO2 +
0.86 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.93 NO2 + 0.01 OP2
MCSL + OH → 0.14 MGLY +
0.14 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.93 HO2 +
0.86 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.68 NO2
MCSL + OH → 0.10 MGLY +
0.10 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.87 HO2 +
0.79 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.28 NO2 + 0.11 OP2
TOL_EPOX + OH → 0.38 EPXC4DIAL +
0.31 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.070
CH3CO3 + 0.31 MGLY + 0.10 CO + 0.38
HO2 + 1.32 NO2 + 0.61 ALD
TOL_EPOX + OH → 0.28 EPXC4DIAL +
0.31 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.05
CH3CO3 + 0.22 MGLY + 0.14 CO + 0.28
HO2 + 1.37 NO2 + 0.45 ALD + 0.01 OH +
0.19 OP2
XYL_EPOX + OH → 0.41 EPXC4MDIAL
+ 0.26 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.08
CH3CO3 + 0.33 MGLY + 0.10 CO + 0.40
HO2 + 1.27 NO2 + 0.66 ALD
XYL_EPOX + OH → 0.31 EPXC4MDIAL
+ 0.26 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.06
CH3CO3 + 0.25 MGLY + 0.13 CO + 0.30
HO2 + 1.29 NO2 +0.50 ALD + 0.01 OH +
0.19 OP2
EPXC4DIAL + OH → ALD + NO2
EPXC4DIAL + OH → ALD + 0.92 NO2 +
0.01 HO2 + 0.07 OH + 0.02 O3
EPXC4MDIAL + OH → ALD + NO2
EPXC4MDIAL + OH → 0.01 HO2 + ALD +
0.92NO2 + 0.07 OH + 0.02 O3
ONIT + OH → HC3P + NO2

4.65e-11

(60)

L, c

4.65e-11

(60)

H, c

8e-11

(60)

L, c

8e-11

(60)

H, c

7.99e-11

(60)

L, c

7.99e-11

(60)

H, c

7.88e-11

(60)

L, c

7.88e-11

(60)

H, c

4.32e-11
4.32e-11

(60)
(60)

L, c
H, c

4.32e-11
4.32e-11

(60)
(60)

L, c
H, c

1.55e-11*exp(-540/T)

(27)
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ISOPNd + OH → ISOPNOOd
ISOPNb + OH → ISOPNOOb
MVKN + OH → 0.65*(FORMIC + MGLY)
+ 0.35*(FORM + PYRAC) + NO3
MACRN + OH → 0.08*(ACETIC + FORM
+ NO3) + 0.07*(FORMIC + NO3 + MGLY)
+ 0.85*(HAC + NO2) + 0.93 CO2
ETHLN + OH → FORM + CO2 + NO2
ISOP + O3 → 0.55 MACR + 0.21 MVK +
0.3 O3P + 0.5 OH + 0.89 FORM + 0.11 HO2
+ 0.18 CO + 0.07 OLT + 0.15 ACETIC +
0.07 FORMIC + 0.09 CH3OO + 0.01 GLYX
MACR + O3 → 0.76 MGLY + 0.23 O3P +
0.46 OH + 0.7 FORM + 0.11 FORMIC +
0.23 ACETIC
MVK + O3 → 0.76 MGLY + 0.23 O3P +
0.46 OH + 0.7 FORM + 0.11 FORMIC +
0.24 CH3OO + 0.24 CO
OLT + O3 → 0.53 FORM + 0.5 ALD +
0.33 CO + 0.2 FORMIC + 0.2 ACETIC +
0.23 HO2 + 0.22 CH3OO + 0.1 OH + 0.06
CH4
TOL_EPOX + O3 → EPXC4DIAL + 0.70
CH3CO3 + 0.31 MGLY + 0.57 CO + 0.13
HO2 + 0.18 NO2
XYL_EPOX + O3 → EPXC4MDIAL +
0.70 CH3CO3 + 0.30 MGLY + 0.57 CO +
0.13 HO2 + 0.18 NO2
FORM + NO3 → HNO3 + HO2 + CO
MVK + NO3 → NO2 + CH3OO + MGLY
MACR + NO3 → 0.5 HNO3 + 0.5 NO2 +
0.8 CH3CO3 + 0.5 MGLY
ALD + NO3 → CH3CO3 + HNO3
GLYX + NO3 → HO2 + HNO3 + 2 CO
MGLY + NO3 → CH3CO3 + HNO3 + CO
CSL + NO3 → 0.57 GLYX + 0.57
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.1 HO2 + 0.4
POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC + 0.49 HNO3
+ 3.69 NO2 + 0.02 OP2
CSL + NO3 → 0.57 GLYX + 0.57
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.1 HO2 + 0.40
POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC + 0.49 HNO3
+ 5.03 NO2 + 0.03 OP2
MCSL + NO3 → 0.57 MGLY +
0.57 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.1 HO2 +
0.40 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +

9.5e-11
1.3e-11
0.56e-11

(152)
(152)
(152)

H
H
H

5e-11

(152)

H

1e-11
1.23e-14*exp(-2013/T)

(152)
(27, 155)

H

4.4e-15*exp(-2500/T)

(27, 155)

4e-15*exp(-2000/T)

(27, 155)

1.32e-14*exp(-2105/T)

(27, 156)

5e-18

(60)

c

5e-18

(60)

c

5.8e-16
6e-14
1e-14

(27, 151)
(155)
(155)

1.4e-12*exp(-1900/T)
6e-13*exp(-2058/T)
1.4e-12*exp(-1900/T)
1.4e-11

(27)
(27)
(27)
(60)

L, c

1.4e-11

(60)

H, c

3.48e-11

(60)

L, c
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0.49 HNO3 + 3.76 NO2 + 0.02 OP2
MCSL + NO3 → 0.42 MGLY +
0.42 UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + 0.07 HO2 +
0.12 POLY_FXNAL_AROMATIC +
0.49 HNO3 + 1.58 NO2+0.46 OP2
TOL_EPOX + NO3 →
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + HNO3 + 0.10 CO
+ 2.05 NO2
TOL_EPOX + NO3 →
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + HNO3 + 0.28 CO
+ 2.81 NO2 + 0.04 OH
EPXC4DIAL + NO3 → ALD + HNO3 +
NO2
EPXC4DIAL + NO3 → ALD + HNO3 +
0.92 NO2 + 0.07 OH + 0.02 O3
XYL_EPOX + NO3 →
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + HNO3 + 0.1 CO
+ 2.05 NO2
XYL_EPOX + NO3 →
UNSAT_ALDEHYDES + HNO3 + 0.28 CO
+ 2.82 NO2 + 0.04 OH + 0.01 O3
EPXC4MDIAL + NO3 → ALD + HNO3 +
NO2
EPXC4MDIAL + NO3 → ALD + HNO3 +
0.92NO2 + 0.07 OH + 0.02 O3
CH3OO + HO2 → CH3O2H + O2
ISOPOO + HO2 → 0.880 ISOPOOH +
0.120 OH + 0.047 MACR + 0.073 MVK +
0.120 HO2 + 0.120 FORM
IEPOXOO + HO2 → 0.725 HAC + 0.275
GLYC + 0.275 GLYX + 0.275 MGLY +
1.125 OH + 0.825 HO2 + 0.200 CO2 + 0.375
FORM + 0.074 FORMIC + 0.251 CO
All other peroxyradicals + HO2 → OP2
CH3OO + NO (+O2) → FORM + HO2 +
NO2
DIBOO + NO → NO2 + HO2 +
0.52*(GLYC + MGLY) + 0.48*(GLYX +
HAC)
MVKP + NO → 0.625*(GLYC + CH3CO3)
+ 0.265*(MGLY + FORM + HO2)+ 0.11
MVKN +0.89 NO2
MACP + NO → 0.85*(NO2 + HO2) +
0.425*(HAC + CO) + 0.425*(FORM +
MGLY) + 0.15 MACRN
TCO3 + NO → 0.89 GLY + 0.11 MGLY +

3.48e-11

(60)

H, c

2.7254e-15

(60)

L, c

2.7254e-15

(60)

H, c

2.18e-14

(60)

L, c

2.18e-14

(60)

H, c

1.16e-14

(60)

L, c

1.16e-14

(60)

H, c

4.63e-14

(60)

L, c

4.63e-14

(60)

H, c

3.8e-13*exp(800/T)
0.074e-11*exp(700/T)

(27, 151)
(51)

L

0.074e-11*exp(700/T)

(51)

L

7.7e-14*exp(1300/T)
3e-12*exp(280/T)

(27, 155)
(27, 151)

0.81e-11

(152)

0.81e-11

(152)

0.81e-11

(152)

4.2e-12*exp(180/T)

(27, 156)
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H

0.05 CH3CO3 + 0.95 CO + 2 XO2 + NO2 +
0.92 HO2
OLTP + NO → ALD + FORM + NO2 +
4.2e-12*exp(180/T)
(27)
HO2
HC3P + NO → 0.75 ALD + 0.25 KET +
4.2e-12*exp(180/T)
(27)
0.09 FORM + 0.036 ONIT + 0.964 NO2 +
0.964 HO2
KETP + NO → MGLY + NO2 + HO2
4.2e-12*exp(180/T)
(27)
ETHP + NO → ALD + HO2 + NO2
4.2e-12*exp(180/T)
(27)
CH3CO3 + NO → NO2 + CO + CO2 +
2.1e-11
(152)
FORM + CH3OO
MOBAOO + NO → HC4 + CO2 + HO2 +
0.8e-11
(152)
H
NO2
ISOPNOOb + NO → 0.6*(GLYC +
0.81e-11
(152)
H
HAC)+0.4*(FORM + HO2)+0.26 MACRN
+ 0.14 MVKN + 1.6 NO2
ISOPNOOd + NO → 0.34 DHBN + 0.15
0.81e-11
(152)
H
PROPNN + 0.44 HAC + 0.07 MVKN + 0.13
ETHLN + 0.31 FORMIC + 0.31 NO3 + 0.72
FORM + 0.15 GLYC + 1.34 NO2 + 0.35
HO2
ISOPOO + NO → 0.26 MACR + 0.40 MVK 0.81e-11
(152)
H
+ 0.883 NO2 + 0.66 FORM +0.07 ISOPNd +
0.047 ISOPNb + 0.10 HC5 + 0.043 MF +
0.08 DIBOO + 0.803 HO2
HC5OO + NO → NO2 + 0.234*(GLYC +
0.81e-11
(152)
H
MGLY) + 0.216*(GLYX + HAC) + 0.29
DHMOB + 0.17 MOBA + 0.09 HC4 + 0.09
CO + HO2
MVKP or MACP + ISOPOO → 0.3 MACR 3.5e-15
(27, 51,
L, b
+ 0.3 MVK + 0.6 MGLY + FORM + 1.2
155)
HO2 + 0.1 DCB + 0.4 OLT + 0.3 OLI
ISOPOO + ISOPOO → 0.34 MACR + 0.42
7e-16
(27, 51,
L, b
MVK + 0.3 OLT + 0.06 DCB + 0.1 OLI +
155)
1.3 HO2 + 0.55 FORM + 0.1 MGLY
CH3CO3 + NO2 → PAN
2.8e-12*exp(181/T)
(27, 156)
PAN → CH3CO3 + NO2
1.95e16*exp(-13543/T)
(27, 156)
PAN + OH → FORM + NO2 + CO
3e-14
(61)
HC5OO, MOBAOO, TCO3 + NO2 → APN 1e-11
(158)
APN → HC5OO, MOBAOO, TCO3 + NO2 4.6e-4
(158)
APN + OH → ALD + NO2 + CO
3.2e-11
(158)
a. L = Low-NOx scheme only, H = high-NOx scheme only
b. Rate adjusted to improve agreement with Paulot et al. (2009) gas-phase chamber data
c. Condensed from The Master Chemical Mechanism (MCMv3.2) (60, 61)
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Table A-8 – Aqueous-phase thermal reactions
Reaction
OH + H2O2 → HO2 + H2O
HO2 + H2O2 → OH + H2O + O2
HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2
OH + HO2 → H2O + O2
SO4- + SO4- → S2O8SO4- + H2O2 → sulfate + H+ + HO2

Rate (M1-n s-1)
2.7e7
3.7
8.3e5
7.1e9
6.1e8
1.7e7

Ref.
(27, 150)
(159)
(27, 62, 159)
(27, 150)
(89, 160)
(89)

SO4- + HO2 → sulfate + H+ + O2
SO4- + O2- → sulfate + O2
bisulfate + OH → SO4- + H2O
HO2 + O2- →H2O2 + O2
OH + OH → H2O2
OH + O2- → OH- + O2
H2SO4 + OH → HSO4rad + H2O
CO2- + O2 → O2- + CO2
HCO3- + OH → H2O + CO3-

3.5e9
3.5e9
3.5e5
9.7e7
5.5e9
1.0e10
1.4e7
2.4e9
1e7

CO3- + O2- → O2 + CO3-2

6.5e8

CO3- + H2O2 → HCO3- + HO2
CO3- + FORMIC- → HCO3- + CO2GLYX + OH → GLYR + H2O
FORMIC + OH (+O2) → COOH +
H2O
MGLY + OH → 0.92 PYRAC- + 0.08
GLYAC- + HO2 + H2O
GLYC + OH (+O2) → GLYCR1 + H2O
GLYC + OH (+O2) → GLYCR2 + H2O
FORMIC- + OH (+O2) → H2O + CO2OXLAC + OH → COOH + CO2 +
2H2O
OXLAC- + OH → COOH + CO2- +
2H2O
OXLAC-- + OH → COOH + CO2- +
OHGLYAC + OH → GLYACR + H2O
GLYAC- + OH → GLYACR- + H2O
GLYCAC + OH (+O2) → GLYCACR
+ H2O
GLYCAC- + OH (+O2) → GLYCACR+ H2O
PYRAC + OH → ACETIC + HO2 +

8e5
1.5e5
1.1e9
1e8

(89, 161)
(89)
(89, 162)
(89, 163)
(150)
(150)
(48, 162)
(159)
(27, 150, 164,
165)
(27, 150, 163,
164)
(159)
(27, 150, 164)
(27, 159, 165)
(48, 159)

7e8

(27, 166)

5e8
1e9
3.1e9*exp(-1240/T)
1.4e6

(48, 62)
(48, 62)
(27, 165)
(48, 159)

2e7

(27, 62, 159)

4e7

(27, 62, 159)

3.62e8
2.9e9
6e8

(27, 159, 166)
(27, 62, 159)
(48, 167)

8.6e8

(27, 150)

6e7

(27, 166)
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Notea

CAPRAM
average
value

CO2
PYRAC- + OH → ACETIC- + HO2 +
CO2
ACETIC + OH → 0.85 GLYAC + 0.15
FORM
ACETIC- + OH → 0.85 GLYAC- +
0.15 FORM
ISOP + OH → 0.241 MVK + 0.109
MACR + 0.114 MGLY + 0.038 GLYX
+ 0.262 OXALIC + (oligomers)
c2rad (GLYR+GLYACR+GLYACR+GLYCR1+GLYCR2+GLYCACR+GL
YCACR-) + c2rad → SUCCINIC
c1rad (CHOHOH+COOH+CH2OH) +
c2rad → MALONIC
GLYCR1 + O2 → GLYCR1O2
GLYCR2 + O2 → GLYCR2O2
GLYCR1O2 → GLYCAC + HO2
GLYCR2O2 → GLY + HO2
GLYCR1O2 + GLYCR1O2 → CH2OH
+ CO2
MALONIC + OH → MArad + H2O
MArad + O2 → MAradO2
MAradO2 → X + HO2
MAradO2 + MAradO2 → 2 COOH + 2
GLYAC
SUCCINIC + OH → SArad + H2O
SArad + O2 → SAradO2
SAradO2 → Y + HO2
SAradO2 + SAradO2 → 2 GLYAC
CHOHOH + COOH → GLYAC
COOH + COOH → OXLAC
GLYCR2O2 + GLYCR2O2 → GLY +
GLYAC + FORMIC + CHOHOH
GLYCACR + O2 → GLYCACRO2
GLYR + O2 → GLYRO2
GLYRO2 → GLYAC + HO2
GLYRO2 + GLYRO2 → 2CHOHOH +
2 CO2 + O2 + 2 H2O
CHOHOH + O2 → FORMIC + HO2
GLYCACRO2 → GLYAC + HO2
CH2OH + O2 → CO + HO2
CHOHOH + CHOHOH → GLYX
GLYACR + O2 → GLYACRO2
GLYACRO2 → OXLAC + HO2

6e7

(27, 166)

1.6e7

(27, 168)

8.5e7

(27, 168)

1.2e10

(169)

1.3e9

(48, 170)

1.3e9

(48, 170)

1e6
1e6
50
50
3e8

(48, 170)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
(48, 171)
(48)

3e8
1e6
50
3e8

(48, 172)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
(48)

1.1e8
1e6
50
3e8
1.3e9
1.3e9
3e8

(48, 172)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
(48)
(48, 170)
(48, 170)
(48)

1e6
1e6
50
3e8

(48, 170)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
(48)

5e6
50
1e6
1.3e9
1e6
50

(48, 171)
(48, 171)
(48, 171)
(48, 170)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
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GLYACRO2 + GLYACRO2 → 2 CO2
+ 2 COOH
COOH + O2 → CO2 + HO2
GLYACR- + O2 → GLYACRO2GLYACRO2- → OXLAC- + HO2
GLYACRO2- + GLYACRO2- → 2
CO2- + 2 COOH
FORM + SO4- → HO2 + CO +
bisulfate
FORMIC +SO4- (+O2) → bisulfate +
COOH
FORMIC- +SO4- (+O2) → bisulfate +
CO2GLYX + SO4- → GLYR + bisulfate
GLYAC + SO4- → GLYACR +
bisulfate
GLYACR + SO4- → GLYACOS
GLYAC- + SO4- → GLYACR- +
bisulfate
GLYACR- + SO4- → GLYACOS
GLYR + SO4- → GLYOS
GLYCR1 + SO4- → GLYCOS
GLYCR2 + SO4- → GLYCOS
GLYCACR + SO4- → GLYCACOS
GLYCACR- + SO4- → GLYCACOS
ISOP + SO4- → ISOPOS
MVK + SO4- → MVKOS
MACR+ SO4- → MACROS
GLYR + HSO4rad → GLYOS
GLYCR1 + HSO4rad → GLYCOS
GLYCR2 + HSO4rad → GLYCOS
GLYCACR + HSO4rad →
GLYCACOS
GLYCACR- + HSO4rad →
GLYCACOS
IEPOX + sulfate → IEPOXOS

3e8

(48)

5e6
1e6
50
3e8

(48, 170)
(48, 170)
(48, 171)
(48)

1.4e7

(173)

1.4e6

(27, 150, 174)

1.1e8

(27, 150, 174)

2.4e7
7.9e6

(173)
(48)

c

1e8
6.3e7

(48)
(48)

b
c

1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8
1e8

(48)
(48)
(48)
(48)
(48)
(48)
(48, 86)
(48, 86)
(48, 86)
(48)
(48)
(48)
(48)

b
b
b
b
b
b
d
d
d

1e8

(48)

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

L

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* BETA
IEPOX + H2O → tetrol

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH
+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
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L

* (1-BETA)
TOL_EPOX + sulfate → TOL_EPOX
OS

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* BETA
TOL_EPOX + H2O → TOL_EPOX
diol

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* (1-BETA)
EPXC4DIAL + sulfate →
EPXC4DIALOS

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* BETA
EPXC4DIAL + H2O →
EPXC4DIAL_diol

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* (1-BETA)
XYL_EPOX + sulfate → XYL_EPOX
OS

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* BETA
XYL_EPOX + H2O → XYL_EPOX
diol

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* (1-BETA)
EPXC4MDIAL + sulfate →
EPXC4DIAL OS

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH
+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* BETA

108

e

EPXC4MDIAL + H2O →
EPXC4DIAL_diol

(5e-2*aH
(108)
+2e-4 *[sulfate]*aH

e

+7.3e-4*[bisulfate])
* (1-BETA)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

L = Low-NOx scheme only, H = high-NOx scheme only
Assume same mechanism, rate as HSO4rad
Assume the same ratio as glyoxal for the rates of H abstraction by SO4- vs. OH
Mechanism from Noziere et al. (2010), assuming rate following Perri et al. (2010)
Assuming same mechanism, rate as IEPOX

Table A-9 - Model Initial Conditions.
For all gas-phase species not listed here, initial concentration = 0. Values adopted from
CAPRAM 3.0 (89) except as noted.
Species

Low-NOx
High-NOx
(ppb)
(ppb)
Isoprene
1
0.1
Glyoxal
0.1
0.1
Methylglyoxal 0.1
0.1
CO
150
200
HOOH
1
1
OH
4e-5
4e-5
Formaldehyde 0.5
0.1
Acetic acid
0.001
0.001
SO2
1
10
NO2
0.3
4.5
HNO3
0.3
1
O3
40
90
C2H2
0.5
3
OLT
0.1
0.1
ALD
0.1
0.1
OP2
0.01
0.01
KET
0.1
0.1
CH3OH
2
5
CH3O2H
0.01
0.01
PAN
0.01
0.01
APN
0.001
0.001
Toluene
0.01
0.1
Cresol
0.001
0.001
Xylenes
0.01
0.1
CO2
3.57e5
5e5
CH4
1700
1700
H2O
Calculated based on specified RH
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Note

estimate

(175)

Estimate

Table A-10 – Emission Rates
All values adopted from CAPRAM 3.0 (89). Assumes mixing height of 105 cm.
Species
Isoprene
CO
Formaldehyde
Acetic acid
SO2
NO
OLT
ALD
KET
CH3OH
CH3OOH

Low-NOx (cm-2 s-1)
1.5e6
3.7e6
3028
3350
2.91e5
2.86e5
7950
3171
8920
1.07e4
3350

High-NOx (cm-2 s-1)
1.54e5
8.99e7
2.58e5
8.44e4
3.27e7
1.01e7
4.94e5
5.93e5
9.9e5
1.16e6
8.44e4

Toluene
Cresol
Xylenes

2.108e4
2.88e4
1.13e4

1.7e6
1.82e6
9.88e5

Note
= 0 at nighttime

Assumed same as acetic
acid

Table A-11 – Deposition Rates
All values adopted from CAPRAM 3.0 (89). Assumes mixing height of 105 cm.
Species
CO
HOOH
Formaldehyde
Formic acid
SO2
NO2
N2O5
HNO3
O3
CH3OH
CH3O2H

Deposition rate (s-1)
1e-6
1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
1e-5
4e-6
2e-5
2e-5
4e-6
1e-5
5e-6

Table A-12 – List of SOA molecular weights, O:C ratios, and H:C ratios
Species Name

Abbreviation

Formula

2-methyl tetrol
Formic acid
Formate ion

[tetrol]
[FORMIC]
[FORMIC-]

C5H12O4
CH2O2
CHO2
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Molecular
Weight
136.15
46.03
45.02

O:C

H:C

0.8
2
2

2.4
2
1

Glycolic acid
[GLYCAC]
Glycolate (I) ion
[GLYCAC-]
Pyruvic acid
[PYRAC]
Pyruvate (I) ion
[PYRAC-]
Acetic acid
[CH3CO2H]
Acetate ion
[CH3CO2-]
Carbon dioxide
[CO2]
Isoprene
[ISOP]
Glyoxal-derived
[GLYOS]
organosulfate
Glycolaldehyde-derived
[GLYCOS]
organosulfate
Glyoxylic
acid-derived [GLYCACOS]
organosulfate
Succinic acid
[SUCCINIC]
Malonic acid
[MALONIC]
Carbon monoxide
[CO]
Carbon dioxide anion
[CO2-]
Bicarbonate (I) ion
[HCO3-]
Carbonate (II) ion
[CO3--]
Carbonate radical
[CO3-]
2,3-epoxy-6-oxo-heptanal TOL_EPOX
2,3-epoxy-6-oxo-heptanal TOL_EPOX diol
derived diols
2,3-epoxy-6-oxo-heptanal TOL_EPOX OS
derived organosulfates
Unsaturated aldehydesa
ALD
C4-epoxy-dial
EPXC4DIAL
C4-epoxy-dial-derived
EPXC4DIAL diol
diols
C4-epoxy-dial-derived
EPXC4DIAL OS
organosulfates
Xylene-derived epoxide
XYL_EPOX
Xylene-derived epoxide XYL_EPOX_DIOL
diols
Xylene-derived epoxide XYL_EPOX_OS
organosulfates
Methyl-C4-epoxy-dial
EPX4MDIAL
Methyl-C4-epoxy-dial
EPX4MDIAL_DIOL
diols
Methyl-C4-epoxy-dial
EPX4MDIAL_OS
organosulfate
a
Average of values considered.
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C2H4O3
C2H3O3
C3H4O3
C3H3O3
C2H4O2
C2H3O2
CO2
C5H8
C2H2O6S

76.05
75.04
88.06
87.05
60.05
59.04
44.01
68.12
122.03

1.5
1.5
1
1
1
1
2
0
3

2
1.5
1.33
1
2
1.5
0
1.6
1

C2H4O6S

124.05

3

2

C2H4O7S

140.05

3.5

2

C4H6O4
C3H4O4
CO
CO2HCO3CO3-CO3-C7H6O3
C7H8O4

118.09
104.06
28.01
44.01
61.02
60.01
60.01
138.06
156.08

1
1.33
1
2
3
3
3
0.43
0.57

1.5
1.33
0
0
1
0
0
0.86
1.14

C7H8O7S

239.08

1

1.14

n/a
C4H4O3
C4H6O4

97.4
100.04
118.06

0.43
0.75
1

1.27
1
1.5

C4H6O7S

201.06

1.75

1.5

C8H10O3
C8H12O4

154.1
172.12

0.38
0.5

1.25
1.5

C8H12O7S

255.12

0.88

1.5

C5H6O3
C5H8O4

114.06
132.08

0.6
0.8

1.2
1.6

C5H8O7S

215.08

1.4

1.6

A.2 – Density functional theory calculations
Ab initio calculations were used to analyze the reaction pathways for the hydrolysis and reaction
with HSO4- for TOL_EPOX, XYL_EPOX, EPXC4DIAL, and EPXMC4DIAL. Geometry
optimizations, transition state searches, and energy calculations were performed using Jaguar 7.0
(Schrödinger). Density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional and 6-31G** basis
set was used. These ab initio calculations were performed for gas phase species. Including
Poisson-Boltzmann solvation with a water solvent did not significantly impact the calculation
results (4, 176).
Rate constants were calculated from the output of the Jaguar calculations using transition state
theory as follows:

k  L‡

 E0 
k BT Q ‡

exp 
h QAQB
 k BT 

(A-1)

where L‡ is a symmetry correction factor, kB is Boltzman’s constant, T is absolute temperature, h
is Planck’s constant, and E0 is the change in zero point energy. QA, QB, and Q‡ are the overall
partition functions for the reactants and the transition state.
Our results show that hydrolysis and organosulfate formation are thermodynamically favorable
for each of the epoxide precursors studied. Changes in Gibbs free energy for the reactions are
summarized in Table S12. All of the reactions are exothermic. The rate determining step for
each reactive system was found to be the attack of the nucleophile (HSO4- or H2O) on the
protonated epoxide. Note that the G values reported for the hydrolysis reactions in Table S12
do not take into account deprotonation of the hydrolysis product after H2O addition. This step
was found to be endothermic, with G ranging from +22 to +33 kcal mol-1, in our gas-phase
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calculations. Despite the endothermic nature of this step, the overall G including deprotonation
is still negative for each of the hydrolysis pathways studied. The deprotonation step would likely
be facilitated in an aqueous environment as compared to our gas-phase calculations.
Using the data for the rate determining transition states, we calculated the rate constants for each
reaction. These results are also summarized in Table A-13. Each of the reactions are predicted to
have large rate constants relative to those that have been recently measured for the IEPOX
hydrolysis and organosulfate reactions (108, 177). Significant uncertainty exists in predictions of
rate constants using density functional theory, so for the purposes of GAMMA we have assumed
that each of these reactions proceeded at the observed rates for IEPOX.
Taken together, our calculations predict that the formation of SOA and organosulfates from
TOL_EPOX, XYL_EPOX, EPXC4DIAL, and EPXMC4DIAL should be thermodynamically
and kinetically favorable.

These predictions should be confirmed experimentally, and rate

constants for these processes should be measured.
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Table A-133 – Calculated overall free energy changes and rate constants for aqueous aerosolphase reactions of toluene and xylene-derived epoxides
Epoxide precursor

Reaction

G (kcal mol-1)

Protonation

-5.56

Hydrolysis

-35.22

2.95E+04

HSO4- addition

-155.99

6.43E+03

Protonation

-24.47

Hydrolysis

-29.20

1.02E+03

HSO4- addition

-149.88

1.12E+01

Protonation

-7.37

Hydrolysis

-39.67

2.14E+03

HSO4- addition

-151.88

4.03E+02

Protonation

-38.97

Hydrolysis

-42.02

5.38E+05

HSO4- addition

-148.79

1.17E+01

Rate Constant k (M-1 s-1)

EPXC4DIAL

TOL_EPOX

EPXMC4DIAL

XYL_EPOX
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A.3 – Model comparison with experiments of Paulot et al. (2009a)

Figure A-1 – Comparison of low-NOx model output (curves) with experimental data from Paulot
et al. (2009a) (points).

A.4 – Light Absorption Module Detailed Information
Table A-14 – List of UV-visible spectra followed by GAMMA absorption module.
Species Name

Detection Range

Reference

Glyoxal oligomer, [PGly]

190-800

(5)

Methylglyoxal oligomer, [PMgly]

190-800

(5)

Oxalic Acid [OXLAC]

275-305

(95)

Succinic Acid [SUCCINIC]

265-400

(96)

Acetaldehyde oligomer, [PAld]a

190-800

(7)

a

Acetaldehyde treated as a proxy for all multicarbon (C>2) aldehydes.
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Figure A-2 – Specific absorbances used for calculation of composite absorption spectra in
Chapter 3. Data unavailable for oxalic acid for λ > 305nm, and for pyruvic acid for λ > 400nm

A.5 – MAE Calculations
Mass absorption efficiency was calculated from model output following Hecobian et al. (92) as
follows:
(A-2)
Where corg is the calculated organic aerosol loading, in g-C/m3. Eλ is given by:
∑

(A-3)

Where εi,λ is the molar absorptivity of species I of wavelength λ in L/mol-m, and ci is its
corresponding in-particle concentration in mol/L.
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